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Abstract

Foreground Segmentation in Images and Video:
Methods, Systems and Applications
Jue Wang
Chair of the Supervisory Committee:
Professor Eve A. Riskin
Electrical Engineering

Separating foreground objects from natural images and video plays an important role in image and
video editing tasks. Despite extensive study in the last two decades, this problem still remains
challenging. In particular, extracting a foreground object from the background in a static image
involves determining both full and partial pixel coverage, also known as extracting a matte, which
is a severely under-constrained problem. Segmenting spatio-temporal video objects from a video
sequence is even harder since extracted foregrounds on adjacent frames must be both spatially and
temporally coherent. Previous approaches for foreground extraction usually require a large amount
of user input and still suffer from inaccurate results and low computational efficiency.
This thesis demonstrates efficient foreground extraction methods and systems by combining advanced computational algorithms with novel user interfaces. Our systems are capable of extracting
high quality foreground objects from images and video with a limited amount of user input such as
a few paint strokes of the mouse. We also demonstrate a variety of applications with the extracted
foreground objects.
Specifically, for still images, we develop a novel Robust Matting algorithm, which is capable
of generating high quality alpha mattes for complex images in a robust way. Centered around this
algorithm we build Soft Scissors, the first interactive tool for extracting high quality mattes in realtime. We also propose a compositional matting algorithm which combines matting and compositing
into a single optimization process. Quantitative and objective evaluations demonstrate that these

systems outperform previous approaches in both accuracy and efficiency.
For motion pictures, we propose an interactive Video Cutout system which extracts spatiotemporal coherent foreground objects from video sequences through a novel 3D painting user interface. As an application we develop a Video Tooning system which can stylize the extracted video
objects with a variety of cartoon styles. We also propose a cartoon animation filter which automatically exaggerates and stylizes the motion of the extracted video objects.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Computational Photography and Video
The very first forms of photography date back to the early 19th century when America’s history was
captured on film during the Civil War. Since then many advancements have been made in the world
of photography. One of the newest advancements in the field was the birth of digital photography.
In 1963 Theodore Maiman at Stanford University invented a videodisk camera that could take a
photograph and store the image on a disk for several minutes. This would be the precursor to digital
photography. With this new form of taking photographs digitally and storing the image to a disk,
photography would become less time consuming and a whole new chapter would open to future
photographers. In the mid 70s, Kodak began to work on filmless technologies. In the mid 80s with
the release of the compact disc, digital technology continued to increase. By 1990 the first digital
camera hit shelves for commercial sales. These would be the first steps into a new digital world, and
pave the way for many things to come.
One of the most obvious advantage of recording photographs as digital signals is that they can
be easily manipulated by applying computational algorithms. Although cameras have been vastly
improved over the last few decades, they are still incomparable to human eyes, which have much
higher resolution and dynamic range than the most advanced cameras. People often postprocess
digital photographs, for example, to adjust hue, saturations, brightness, contrast, sharpness and blur,
to create more vivid representations of what the human eyes have perceived. Most of these lowlevel postprocessing tasks have already been implemented on the camera and can be automatically
applied on-the-fly when a photograph is shot, resulting in a vivid, high quality picture.
Although the quality of photographs coming out of digital cameras has been largely improved,
people are still constantly disappointed by photographs, as they don’t seen to record what we believe

2

Figure 1.1: A digital camera often captures an undesired image as the one shown on the left. Human
perception, on the contrary, can selectively perceive the right image as shown on the right.

we have seen. “The camera never lies”. It objectively records the light coming from the scene. In
contrast, our higher cognitive functions constantly mediate our perceptions so that what we get is
decidedly not what we perceive. For instance, almost everyone has the experience of shooting undesirable portrait photographs where the person’s eyes are closed or half-closed, although we almost
never consciously perceive an eye blink (see Figure 1.1). The desired photographs should be able to
more accurately convey our subjective impressions-or go beyond them, providing visualizations or
a greater degree of artistic expression.
Computational photography and video are the means to achieve more perfect photography. The
convergence of computer vision, graphics, and photography, has been facilitated by research breakthroughs in 2D image analysis/synthesis coupled with the growth of digital photography as a practical and artistic medium. In computational photography and video we apply computational, statistical
and optimization methods to images and video for a variety of consumer digital photography and
video applications, to overcome the limitations of the traditional camera and to produce a richer,
more vivid, perhaps more perceptually meaningful representation of our visual world.

1.2 Foreground Extraction
Computational photography and video are a broad research field, and research topics range from
advanced camera systems to intelligent image manipulation software. This thesis work focuses on
one important problem in computational photography and video: foreground extraction.

3

Figure 1.2: Low-level segmentation merges pixels into homogeneous regions, while high-level segmentation extracts semantically meaningful objects.

Figure 1.3: In the image matting problem the observed image I is modelled as a convex combination
of a foreground image F and background image B. The interpolation coefficient α is called the
matte.

Image segmentation is a fundamental problem in digital image processing and computer vision,
and has been extensively studied for many decades. Previous approaches in this field can be classified into two categories according to their goals. As shown in Figure 1.2, low-level segmentation
groups pixels into small homogenous regions which can be used for further analysis, while highlevel segmentation aims at identifying semantically meaningful regions, allowing the user to query
or edit images on the object level. This dissertation researches the problem of accurate foreground
extraction for rendering purposes, thus it belongs to the high-level segmentation category.
Separating a foreground object from the background in a static image involves determining both
full and partial pixel coverage, also known as extracting a matte. Mathematically, the observed
image Iz (z = (x, y)) is modelled as a linear combination of foreground image Fz and background
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Figure 1.4: (a) and (b): by accurately segmenting the peacock from the image we can seamlessly
compose it onto a new background image. (c) and (d): by segmenting the skateboarder from the
input video sequence we are able to coherently stylize the foreground object.

image Bz by an alpha map (see Figure 1.3):
Iz = αz Fz + (1 − αz )Bz

(1.1)

where αz can be any value in [0,1]. If αz = 1 or αz = 0, we call pixel z definite foreground
or definite background. Otherwise if 0 < αz < 1, we call pixel z mixed. Although the majority
of pixels belong to either definite foreground or definite background, accurately estimating alpha
values for real mixed pixels is essential for fully separating the foreground from the background.
For natural images, all three values α, F and B need to be estimated for every pixel. The
observation we have for a pixel are the three dimensional color vector Iz , and the unknown variables
are three dimensional color vector Fz and Bz , and one dimension alpha value αz . Matting is thus
inherently an under-constrained problem, since we need to solve for 7 unknown variables from
3 known values. Previous approaches and the methods proposed in this dissertation rely on user
guidance combined with prior assumptions on image statistics to obtain good estimations of αs(the
matte) and F s. Once these values are estimated, we can seamlessly compose the foreground onto a
new background B , as shown in Figure 1.4.
Almost all digital video processing applications can benefit from methods to identify coherent
objects in the spatio-temporal volume of pixel data. For example, which pixels are part of a person walking across the street? An important technology in video processing is thus segmenting
spatio-temporal objects. However, video object segmentation is intrinsically a harder problem than
image segmentation due to its nature of spatio-temporal scene coverage. First, it requires accurate
foreground pixel identification on each individual frame; second, it requires the segmentation on
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Figure 1.5: The general methodology of the systems we developed.

adjacent frames to be temporally coherent to avoid jittering artifacts.
Once a video object is successfully extracted, the user can apply a variety of applications on it.
The most obvious one is to insert the object into a new background footage to create a novel composite as many Hollywood movies do. For video stylization, the extracted spatio-temporal objects
provide basic rendering primitives, which can be rendered in various cartoon styles, as shown in
Figure 1.4. For communication, the segmented objects make object-based compression and transmission possible.

1.3 The Methodology
The problem of extracting foreground objects from images and video belongs to the more general
problem of image segmentation, which has been extensively studied as a classic problem in both the
computer vision and computer graphics communities. However, the general methodology employed
in this dissertation is significantly different from those employed in traditional approaches.
Most of the efforts made in traditional computer vision research for image segmentation have
been focused on fully automatic methods. Since the definition of “foreground objects” is subjective,
these approaches usually employ machine learning techniques to gain prior knowledge about the
target object. To achieve this, a certain amount of training data must be collected in advance and used
for the training of specific models of the target objects, which significantly limits the application
range of these approaches. Furthermore, even the most advanced machine learning techniques may
make errors and cannot perfectly identify the target object in a test image, thus the segmentation
results usually contain noticeable errors, which is unacceptable in many applications such as recompositing the foreground onto a new background.
On the other hand, segmentation approaches developed in computer graphics research heavily
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rely on the user’s assistant to achieve accurate segmentation. The representative techniques are
“Magic Wand” [66] and “Intelligent Scissor” [101] in Adobe’s Photoshop. These approaches leverage the user’s efforts to roughly specify the foreground object boundary and then employ relatively
simple optimization techniques to refine it. Thus it is a tedious process to get an accurate segmentation for complex objects. Furthermore, these approaches cannot deal with transparent or fuzzy
objects.
In this dissertation we develop a new set of algorithms to efficiently extract foreground objects
from arbitrary images and video sequences, which combines advantages of both previous computer
vision and computer graphics approaches. Specifically, as shown in Figure 1.5, our research adopts
statistical methods and probabilistic frameworks developed in computer vision research for accurate segmentation, and user interface and visualization tools from computer graphics research for
efficient user guidance. By combining these techniques together, we formulate the problem of foreground extraction in a user-guided optimization framework, which can be solved efficiently and
generate high quality results.

7

Chapter 2
ROBUST MATTING FOR STILL IMAGES
2.1 Interactive Matting
As we described in the previous chapter, image matting refers to the problem of estimating an
opacity (alpha value), αz , and foreground and background colors, Fz and Bz , for each pixel z in
the input image I. This allows the foreground object to be fully extracted from the input image and
to be seamlessly composed onto a new background using the estimated F s and αs. As shown in
Equation 1.1, for natural images, all three values αz , Fz and Bz need to be estimated for every pixel
z given only one observation Iz ; thus it is inherently an underconstrained problem.
Without any user input, it is obvious that valid solutions to the equation are infinite. For instance,
we can set all αz s to be 1 and all Fz s to be identical to Iz s, which means that the whole image is
fully occupied by the foreground. This of course is not always consistent with what a human being
perceives from the image. To properly extract semantically meaningful foreground objects, almost
all matting approaches start by having the user segment the input image into three regions: definitely
foreground Rf , definitely background Rb and unknown Ru . This pixel map is often referred to
as a trimap. The problem is thus reduced to estimating F , B and α for pixels in the unknown
region based on information in the known foreground and background regions. Some examples of
a trimap are shown in Figure 2.1. Some recently proposed approaches allow the user to specify a
few foreground and background scribbles to extract a matte. This intrinsically defines a very coarse
trimap by marking a large number of pixels as unknowns.
One of the important factors affecting the performance of a matting algorithm is how accurate
the trimap is. Ideally, the unknown region in the trimap should only cover pixels whose actual
alpha values are not 0 or 1. In other words, the unknown region in the trimap should be as thin as
possible to achieve the best possible matting results. This is somewhat straightforward since the
more accurate the trimap is, the less unknown variables we need to estimate and the more known
foreground and background samples we can use. Intrinsically, a more accurate trimap defines a
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Figure 2.1: (a). Input image. (b). An accurate trimap. (c). Estimated matte given trimap (b) using
our robust matting algorithm. (d). A less accurate trimap. (e) Estimated matte given trimap (b)
using robust matting. Note that matte (e) is less accurate than matte (c) due to different trimaps.

Figure 2.2: Specifying an accurate trimap (right) for the input spider web image (left) is a tedious
process for the user.

narrower solution space where the optimized solution is easier to achieve.
However, accurately specifying a trimap requires a significant amount of user efforts and is often undesirable in practice, especially for objects with large semi-transparent regions or holes. An
example is shown in Figure 2.2, where accurately specifying a trimap for the spider web requires
extensive user efforts. To achieve a good trade-off between the accuracy of the matte and the amount
of the user efforts required, newly developed algorithms such as the Robust Matting approach proposed in this chapter employ advanced statistical and optimization methods to achieve robust matte
estimation.

9

Figure 2.3: Summary of a few previous sampling-based matting algorithms.
from [23].

Diagrams are

2.2 Previous Approaches
Although the matting problem is ill-posed, the strong correlations between nearby image pixels
can be leveraged to alleviate the difficulties. Intuitively, neighboring pixels that have similar colors
often have similar alpha values. Roughly speaking, previous matting approaches can be classified
into two categories based on their ways of using natural image statistics: sampling-based approaches
and propagation-based ones.

2.2.1

Sampling-based Approaches

Sampling-based methods assume that the foreground and background colors of an unknown pixel
can be explicitly estimated by looking at nearby user-specified ones. Once the foreground and background colors are estimated, the alpha value is left as the single unknown and thus is trivial to solve.
This method was first used in early blue screen matting approaches, which is a technique commonly
used in the film industry. In the blue screen matting setup, the subject is photographed against a
constant-colored background, meaning that the background color is known and only the foreground
colors and the alphas need to be estimated. Mishima [99] developed a blue screen matting tech-
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nique based on representative foreground and background samples. As shown in Figure 2.3(a) It
starts with two identical polyhedral (triangular mesh) approximations of a sphere in RGB color
space centered at the average value B of the background samples. The vertices of one of the polyhedra (the background polyhedron) are then repositioned by moving them along lines radiating from
the center until the polyhedron is as small as possible while still containing all the background samples. The vertices of the other polyhedron (the foreground polyhedron) are similarly adjusted to give
the largest possible polyhedron that contains no foreground pixels from the sample provided. Given
a new composite color C, then, Mishima casts a ray from B through C and defines the intersections
with the background and foreground polyhedra to be B and F , respectively. The fractional position
of C along the line segment BF is α.
Following this idea, the KnockOut system [33] extrapolates known foreground and background
colors into the unknown region and estimates αs according to them. In particular, given a point
in the unknown region, the foreground F is calculated as a weighted sum of the pixels on the
perimeter of the known foreground region. The weight for the nearest known pixel is set to 1, and
this weight tapers linearly with distance, reaching 0 for pixels that are twice as distant as the nearest
pixel. The same procedure is used for initially estimating the background B based on nearby known
background pixels, which is refined later by examining the geometrical relationships of F , B and
the observed color C in color space. The alpha value is then computed according to the estimated
F and B, as shown in Figure 2.3(b).
Ruzon and Tomasi [111] were the first to take a probabilistic view of the problem. First, they partition the unknown boundary region into sub-regions. For each sub-region, they construct a box that
encompasses the sub-region and includes some of the nearby known foreground and background
regions (see Figure 2.3(c)). The encompassed foreground and background pixels are then treated
as samples from distributions P (F ) and P (B), respectively, in color space. The foreground pixels
are split into coherent clusters, and un-oriented Gaussians (i.e., Gaussians that are axis-aligned in
color space) are fit to each cluster, each with mean F and diagonal covariance matrix ΣF . In the
end, the foreground distribution is treated as a mixture of Gaussians. The same procedure is performed on the background pixels yielding Gaussians, each with mean B and covariance ΣB , and
then every foreground cluster is paired with every background cluster. After building this network
of paired Gaussians, they treat the observed color C as coming from an intermediate distribution
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Figure 2.4: An example of iterative belief propagation matting. (a). Original image. (b). Initial user
input. (c-f). Intermediate results after 3, 6, 9 and 15 iterations.

P (C), somewhere between the foreground and background distributions. The intermediate distribution is also defined to be a sum of Gaussians, where each Gaussian is centered at a distinct mean
value C located fractionally (according to a given alpha) along a line between the mean of each
foreground and background cluster pair with fractionally interpolated covariance ΣC , as depicted
in Figure 2.3(d). The optimal alpha is the one that yields an intermediate distribution for which the
observed color has maximum probability.
This approach has been further improved by the Bayesian matting system [23]. Similar to Ruzon and Tomasi’s method, Bayesian matting also solves the problem by building foreground and
background probability distributions from a given neighborhood. However, it uses a continuously
sliding window for neighborhood definitions, marches inward from the foreground and background
regions, and utilizes nearby computed F , B, and α values (in addition to these values from “known”
regions) in constructing oriented Gaussian distributions, as illustrated in Figure 2.3(e). Furthermore,
this approach formulates the problem of computing matte parameters in a well-defined Bayesian
framework and solves it using the maximum a posteriori (MAP) technique, where the optimal α, F
and B are estimated simultaneously.
Given the fact that an accurate trimap is tedious and sometimes impossible to specify, we have
proposed an iterative matting system [134] which employs more complicated sampling and optimization methods to try to solve a matte directly from a few user specified scribbles instead of a
carefully specified trimap. An example is shown in Figure 2.4. In this approach pixels are divided
into two groups: group Uc includes all pixels whose alpha values have been specified by the user or
estimated in previous iterations; and group Un includes all other pixels left unconsidered. Initially
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pixels the user marked are in Uc and all others are in Un . The approach proceeds iteratively. In each
iteration, the pixels in Un which are nearby (within 15 pixels) to ones in Uc are added to Uc , and
(F, B, α, u) are estimated or re-estimated for each pixel in the expanded set (u is the uncertainty
of the pixel). The algorithm stops when Un is null and the uncertainty for the whole image (sum
of uncertainties of pixels) cannot be reduced any further. Thus, the algorithm works in a frontpropagation fashion: the estimated alpha map is propagated out from user marked pixels to rest of
the image. The Uc region is modelled as a Markov Random Field (MRF), and a belief propagation algorithm is used to estimate the matte. In the MRF construction, the system uses foreground
and background color samples to set the data cost for an unknown pixel, and uses color difference
betweeen neighboring pixels to set the link cost. The whole matte thus is estimated in an iterative fashion. This approach has been further improved by the easy matting system [53]. In these
approaches since the user input is very sparse, global sampling methods are proposed to assist the
local sampling procedure to generate enough color samples for unknown pixels.
We will demonstrate later that all these approaches suffer from inaccurate color estimation in
complicated cases.
2.2.2

Propagation-based Approaches

Propagation-based methods do not explicitly estimate foreground and background colors; instead,
they assume foreground and background colors are locally smooth, i.e., are constant or can be fit
by a linear model. In this way foreground and background colors can be systematically eliminated
from the optimization process and the matte can be solved in a closed form.
The Poisson matting algorithm [120] assumes the foreground and background colors are smooth
in a narrow band of unknown pixels; thus the gradient of the matte matches with the gradient of the
image, and can be calculated by solving Poisson equations. Specifically, Poisson matting consists
of two steps. First, an approximate gradient field of matte is computed from the input image as
∇α ≈

1
∇I
F −B

(2.1)

Second, to recover the matte in the unknown region Ω given an approximate (F − B) and image
gradient ∇I, a set of Poisson equations are defined as
α = div(

I
)
F −B

(2.2)
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with boundary conditions
 z |∂Ω =
α

⎧
⎪
⎨ 1

: z ∈ ΩF

⎪
⎩ 0

: z ∈ ΩB

(2.3)

As we can see, estimating an accurate F − B is critical to obtain the desired alpha matte by
solving these equations. However, it is difficult to achieve for complex foreground and background
patterns. When global Poisson matting fails to produce high quality mattes due to a complex background, local Poisson matting is employed in the system to manipulate a continuous gradient field
in a local region. Local Poisson matting brings human interaction into the loop. In most cases,
image gradients caused by foreground and background colors are visually distinguishable locally.
Knowledge from the user can be effectively integrated into Poisson matting by using a set of tools
that operate on the gradient field of the matte. However, local manual adjustments are very timeconsuming for the user.
A similar method based on Random Walk is proposed in [52]. Given a user-supplied trimap
of the pixels, this approach sets a value at each pixel in the unknown region as the probability that
a random walker starting from this location will reach a pixel in the foreground before striking a
pixel in the background, when biased to avoid crossing the foreground boundary. Despite the fact
that these probabilities may seem prohibitively expensive to compute, this approach shows that they
may be calculated exactly by solving a single system of linear equations. To set the edge weights
between neighboring pixels, it applies a manifold learning technique to project a pixel’s RGB color
into a more appropriate feature space. It also shows that although a sparse set of linear equations
may be efficiently solved with a variety of conventional techniques, several aspects of the problem
formulation allow for a particularly efficient solution via a graphics processor unit.
The recently proposed closed-form matting [81] approach assumes foreground and background
colors are smooth and can be fitted with linear models in small (typically 3 × 3) local windows,
which leads to a quadratic cost function in α and can be minimized globally. Figure 2.5 shows an
example to justify this assumption. It has been approved that under this assumption, alpha values in
a small window w can be expressed as
αi =



ac Iic + b, ∀i ∈ w,

(2.4)

c

where c refers to color channels, and ac and b are constants in the window. The matting cost function
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Figure 2.5: Local patches selected from a real image and the RGB plots of their color distributions,
which can be approximated with linear models [81].

is then defined as
J(α, a, b) =


j∈I

⎛
⎝


i∈wj

αi −



2

acj Iic − bj

c

+



⎞
⎠.
ac2
j

(2.5)

c

It has been further shown that ac and b can be eliminated from the cost function, yielding a
quadratic cost in the α alone:
J(α) = αT Lα,

(2.6)

where L is an N × N matrix, whose (i, j)-th element is:

k|(i,j)∈wk







1
ε
I3 )−1 (Ij − μk )
δij −
1 + (Ii − μk )(Σk +
|wk |
|wk |

,

(2.7)

where Σk is a 3 × 3 covariance matrix, μk is a 3 × 1 mean vector of the colors in a window wk , and
I3 is the 3 × 3 identity matrix.
The matrix L, which is called matting Laplacian, is the most important analytic result in this
approach. The optimal alpha values are then computed as
α = arg min αT Lα, s.t.αi = 1 or 0, ∀i ∈ ∂Ω,
which can be solved by a single ”backslash” operator in Matlab.

(2.8)
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Figure 2.6: Left: the defocus matting system. Right: the multi-camera matting system.

This approach is capable of generating robust mattes for complex images, however as we will
show later, since no F and B are estimated explicitly, it may not be able to generate good mattes for
fine details in the image.

2.2.3

Extensions

Instead of a single input image, additional information can be used for reducing unknowns in matte
estimation if available. The defocus matting system over-constrains the matting problem by capturing multiple synchronized video streams using a multi-sensor camera, as shown in Figure 2.6(a).
Beam splitters allow all sensors to share a virtual optical center yet have varying parameters. The
pinhole sensor has a small aperture that creates a large depth of field. It is nominally focused on the
foreground. The foreground and background sensors have large apertures, creating narrower depths
of field. The foreground sensor produces sharp images for objects within about 12 m of depth of
the foreground object and defocuses objects farther away. The background sensor produces sharp
images for objects from about 5m to infinity and defocuses the foreground object. Because the
background camera’s depth of field is very large and there is no parallax between our cameras, a
background with widely varying depths can still be well approximated as a plane for the purpose of
matting.
The flash matting system [121] recovers the matte from flash/no-flash image pairs, based on the
simple observation that the most noticeable difference between the flash and no-flash images is the
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Figure 2.7: Two failure modes of previous matting approaches. Left: samples together with current
pixel color do not fit well with the linear model. Right: only a subset of samples are valid for alpha
value estimation.

foreground object, if the background scene is sufficiently distant. It makes two basic assumptions:
1) only the appearance of the foreground is dramatically changed by the flash; 2) the input image
pair is pixel aligned. A joint Bayesian flash matting algorithm is developed to selectively fuse
information from two images.
The multi-camera system [72] solves the matting problem by using a camera array, as shown
in Figure 2.6(b). It uses high frequencies present in natural scenes to compute mattes by creating
a synthetic aperture image that is focused on the foreground object, which reduces the variance of
pixels re-projected from the foreground while increasing the variance of pixels re-projected from
the background. A simple algorithm is proposed to extract the matte based on the aperture image,
which has a per-pixel running time that is linear in the number of cameras.
In this dissertation we only consider the general problem of matte estimation from a single
input image with limited user input. Other additional information, once available, can be easily
incorporated into our algorithms for more accurate or automated matte estimation.

2.3 Failure Modes for Previous Approaches
Although various successful examples have been shown for previous approaches, their performance
rapidly degrades when foreground and background patterns become complex. The intrinsic reason
is that in complicated images the foreground and background regions contain significant discontinuities; thus direct color sampling may be erroneous, as well as fitting low-order models to them.
For an unknown pixel, sampling-based approaches collect a group of nearby foreground and
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Figure 2.8: (a). Original image with user input. Following images show matte extracted by (b).
Bayesian matting[23]. (c). Iterative matting[134]. (d). Closed-form matting[81]. (e). The robust
matting proposed in this dissertation. Green arrows highlight artifacts.

background colors for alpha estimation. As illustrated in Figure 2.7a, these samples form clusters
in color space, and the alpha value is estimated by projecting the pixel under consideration onto
the line between foreground and background cluster centers to fit a linear model as in Equation
1.1. In the figure, we can see that pixel PA fits the linear model very well, meaning it has a high
probability of being a true mixed pixel between the foreground and background clusters. On the
contrary, pixel PB is far away from the interpolation line and it is very unlikely to be generated by a
linear combination of the two clusters. Such a pixel is more likely to be an unmarked foreground or
background pixel. Unfortunately, previous approaches ignore this fact and simply estimate an alpha
value for PB based on its projection to the line PB .
For complex foreground and background patterns, samples collected from local regions do not
have a uniform color distribution, as shown in Figure 2.7b. In this case, propagation-based approaches will fail (at least partially) since the smoothness assumption is violated. For samplingbased methods which treat each sample equally, such as the Belief Propagation matting system
[134], these samples will produce erroneous alpha values. Although Bayesian matting [23] will
try to fit multiple Gaussians to color samples, it is still insufficient to determine the specific color
samples (F  and B  in Figure 2.7b) that best explain the observed pixel, and thus should be used for
alpha estimation.
Figure 2.8 demonstrates these limitations on a real example. Figure 2.8a shows the original
image with the user specified foreground (red) and unknown region (yellow). Note that although
the foreground color is relatively uniform, the background contains complex patterns, in which dark
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regions match well with the foreground color. Figure 2.8 b, c, and d show that Bayesian matting,
Belief Propagation matting and closed-form matting will produce noticeable artifacts due to color
sampling errors or assumption violations. In contrast, the robust matting approach proposed in this
thesis is able to generate a good matte.

2.4 Robust Matting
We propose a new matting algorithm

1

to counter the sampling problems faced by previous ap-

proaches. Our algorithm is based on an optimized color sampling scheme, as we believe (and
shown by experimental results) that this non-parametric technique is more robust for natural images. A Random Walk optimizer is employed to solve for the matte.
2.4.1

Optimized Color Sampling

Given the input image and a roughly specified trimap, for a pixel z with unknown α, our algorithm
first assembles a large number of foreground and background samples as candidates for estimating
the true foreground and background colors at this location. We will discuss how these samples are
drawn later. We make the assumption that for any mixed pixels, the true foreground and background
colors Fz and Bz are close (in color space) to some samples in this large sample set. This assumption is relatively loose compared with those proposed in previous approaches, since we can always
increase the size of the sample set to cover more known pixels.
The challenging task is to pick out “good” samples from this large candidate set. Good sample
pairs should explain any mixed foreground/background pixels as linear combinations of the samples.
For example, as shown in Figure 2.7a, two samples define a line in color space. If this line passes
through (or near) the color of the pixel under consideration, it successfully explains the pixel’s color
as a convex combination. Specifically, for a pair of foreground and background colors Fi and B j ,
the estimated alpha value is
α̂ =

(C − B j )(F i − B j )
 F i − B j 2

(2.9)

We define a distance ratio Rd (F i , B j ), which evaluates this sample pair by examining the ratio of
the distances between (1) the pixel color, C, and the color it would have, Ĉ, predicted by the linear
1

This algorithm has been published in [135].
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Figure 2.9: Using distance ratio defined in Equation 2.10 alone cannot guarantee good sampling. C
is an unmarked foreground pixel, thus F2 is the correct foreground sample and F1 is not.

model in Equation 1.1, and (2) the distance between the foreground/background pair:
Rd (F i , B j ) =

 C − (α̂F i + (1 − α̂)B j ) 
 F i − Bj 

(2.10)

In the example shown in Figure 2.7a, the distance ratio will be much higher for PB than PA ,
indicating the samples are not as good for estimating alpha for PB .
The distance ratio alone will favor sample pairs that are widely spread in color space since the
denominator  F i − B j  will be large. Since we expect most pixels to be fully foreground or
background, pixels with colors that lie nearby in color space to foreground and background samples
are more likely to be fully foreground or background themselves. Thus, for each individual sample
we define two more weights w(F i ) and w(B j ) as


w(F i ) = 1.0 − exp −  F i − C 2 /DF2
and





2
w(B j ) = 1.0 − exp −  B j − C 2 /DB

(2.11)


(2.12)

where DF and DB are the minimum distances between foreground/background sample and the
current pixel, i.e., mini ( F i − C ) and minj ( B j − C ).
Combining these factors, we calculate a final confidence value f (Fi , B j ) for a sample pair as


Rd (F i , B j )2 · w(F i ) · w(B j )
f (F , B ) = exp −
σ2
i

j



(2.13)

where σ is fixed to be 0.1 in our system. This roughly says that if the distance ratio Rd (F i , B j ) >
0.5, the confidence f (F i , B j ) for this sample pair will degrade to zero. Alternatively, if Fi (B j )
is very close to C, then w(F i )(w(B j )) will be significantly smaller, resulting a larger confidence
value f (F i , B j ).
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Figure 2.10: (a). Sorted confidence values for 400 foreground-background sample pairs for the
green pixel. (b). Estimated alpha values by using sample pairs with highest confidences. (c).
Confidence values. White pixels have higher confidence. (d). Estimated alpha values by using
sample pairs with lowest confidence.

We examine the confidence of every pair of foreground and background samples from the large
number of candidates. Finally, we select a small number of pairs (3 in our system) with the highest
confidences. The average estimated alpha value and confidence of these three sample pairs are taken
as the final values in the color sampling step. These values are used in the optimization process
described later to generate the final matte for the image.
In Figure 2.10(a), we first selected 20 foreground and 20 background samples corresponding
to the highlighted pixel. This results in 400 foreground/background pairs. Each pair provides an
estimated alpha and confidence. The confidence values are sorted and plotted in the figure.
By selecting those pairs with highest confidence values, we generate the initial alpha matte
shown in Figure 2.10(b), which will be further improved by the optimization process. Figure 2.10(c)
shows the accompanying confidence map (i.e., the average of the three highest confidence values).
Note the correlation between pixels whose alpha values are mis-estimated and the dark (low confidence) regions in the confidence map. For comparison, Figure 2.10(d) shows a much poorer matte
generated by using sample pairs with lowest confidences.

2.4.2

Collecting Samples

Finally, one remaining question is how to construct the initial sample set. Previous approaches such
as Bayesian matting and Belief Propagation matting collect pixels known to be fully foreground
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Figure 2.11: (a). Original image. (b). Two sampling method: nearest spatial neighbors (square) and
sparse samples (round). (c). Matte generated with square samples. (d). Matte generated with round
samples.

or background that have the shortest spatial distances to the target pixel as samples. As shown in
Figure 2.11, in regions with complex structure, the spatially nearest pixels may not fully span the
variation in foreground and background colors.
We thus spread the sampling of foreground and background samples along the boundaries of
known foreground and background regions. In this way the sample set can better capture the variation of foreground and background colors. The higher variation benefits the robust sampling method
outlined above but may be problematic for previous approaches that simply average over the full
sample set. Figure 2.11 shows that a sample set we collect performs better at least for this example.

2.4.3

Matte Optimization

As we have seen, the sampling process leads to a good initial alpha estimate and a confidence value
for each pixel. This initial estimate can be further improved by leveraging a priori expectations
about more global aspects of the alpha matte. In particular, we expect the matte to exhibit local
smoothness. We also expect alpha values of one or zero (fully foreground or background) to be
much more common than mixed pixels. As we can see in Figure 2.10b and c, the pixels with low
confidence values are those unmarked foreground and background pixels.
Our expectation for the matte is thus two fold: firstly, it should respect the alphas chosen for
each individual pixel (data constraint) especially when the confidence value is high; secondly, the
matte should be locally smooth and robust to image noise (neighborhood constraint). As shown in
previous graph-based image labelling approaches [134, 83, 110], this expectation can be satisfied
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Figure 2.12: Our system estimates the matte by using Random Walk to solve a graph labelling
problem.

by solving a graph labelling problem shown in Figure 2.12, where ΩF and ΩB are virtual nodes
representing pure foreground and pure background; white nodes represent unknown pixels on the
image lattice; and light red and light blue nodes are known pixels marked by the user. A data weight
is defined between each pixel and a virtual node to enforce the data constraint, and an edge weight
is defined between two neighboring pixels to enforce the neighborhood constraint.
The data weights correspond to relative probabilities of a node being foreground or background.
For nodes for which we have high confidence values, fˆi , we rely on the alpha that fits the linear
model from the selected samples. When the confidence is low, we have a higher expectation that
the node is fully foreground or background (i.e., alpha is either 1 or 0). Which one to bias alpha
towards is determined by the initial alpha estimate.
Specifically, as shown in Figure 2.12, for an unknown pixel i, two data weights W (i, F ) and
W (i, B) are assigned to the links between pixel i and each virtual node. They are defined as
W (i, F ) = γ · [fˆi α̂i + (1 − fˆi )δ(α̂i > 0.5)]

(2.14)

W (i, B) = γ · [fˆi (1 − α̂i ) + (1 − fˆi )δ(α̂i < 0.5)]

(2.15)

and

where α̂i and fˆi are estimated alpha and confidence values, and δ is boolean function returning 0 or
1. γ is a free parameter in our system which balances the data weight and the edge weight.
We also need to specify the weights, Wi,j , between nodes to encourage alpha to have local
smoothness. The closed-form matting system [81] sets the weights between neighboring pixels
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based on their color difference computed from local color distributions. In this work, we also choose
to use this formulation for edge costs Wij due to its simplicity and efficiency.
Formally, the neighborhood term, Wij , is defined by a sum over all 3 × 3 windows that contain
pixels i and j.
Wij =

(i,j)∈wk


k


1
(1 + (Ci − μk )(Σk + I)−1 (Cj − μk ))
9
9

(2.16)

where wk represents the set of 3 × 3 windows containing pixels i and j, and k iterates over those
windows. μk and Σk are the color mean and variance in each window.  is a regularization coefficient which is set to be 10−5 in our system. More details and justifications of this neighborhood
term can be found in [81].

Solving for Optimal αs
Given the fact that alpha values are continuous, we avoid discrete labelling optimizations such as
graph cut or belief propagation. Instead, we solve the graph labelling problem as a Random Walk
[50, 51], which has been shown to minimize the total graph energy over real values. Although a
detailed description of Random Walk theory is beyond the scope of this thesis, it essentially works
as follows.
First, we construct a Laplacian matrix for the graph as

Lij =

where Wii =


j

⎧
⎪
⎪
Wii
⎪
⎪
⎨

−Wij
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ 0

: if

i = j,

: if i and j are neighbors,

(2.17)

: otherwise,

Wij . L is thus a sparse, symmetric, positive-definite matrix with dimension

N × N , where N is the number of all nodes in the graph, including all pixels in the image plus two
virtual nodes ΩB and ΩF .
We then decompose L into blocks corresponding to unknown nodes Pu , and known nodes Pk
including user labelled pixels and virtual nodes, as
⎡

⎤

⎢ Lk

L=⎣

RT

R ⎥
Lu

⎦

(2.18)
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It has been shown [51] that the probabilities of unknown pixels belonging to a certain label (for
example, foreground) is the solution to
Lu Au = −RT Ak

(2.19)

where Au is the vector of unknown alphas we wish to solve for, and Ak is the vector encoding the
boundary conditions, (i.e., 1’s and 0’s for the known alpha values of the virtual and user specified
nodes). Lu is guaranteed to be nonsingular for a connected graph, thus the solution Au is guaranteed
to exist and be unique with values guaranteed to lie between 0 and 1. We use Conjugate Gradient
(CG) to solve the linear system.

Iterative Refinement
The full sampling and solution run iteratively. After each step, alpha values above 0.98 are declared
to be known foreground and clamped to 1.0. Likewise, alpha values below 0.02 are set to known
background. This provides new color samples for mixed pixels in the next iteration. We compute
a new confidence map after each iteration, and stop the iterative process when the change in the
confidence map is small enough. In our tests the process converged after 2 to 4 iterations.

The Free Parameter γ
As we mentioned there is one major free parameter in our system, the balancing weight γ in Equation 2.14. In general, setting the weight to be too low will result in an over-smoothed matte, while
setting it to be too high will generate a noisy one. We set γ∗ = 0.1 in our system for all examples
shown in this dissertation, which generates generally good results.

2.4.4

The Algorithm

The robust matting algorithm is formally described as follows:
The Robust Matting Algorithm

1. Given the input image and a user specified trimap;
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Figure 2.13: Up: test images. Middle: ground-truth mattes. Bottom: fine-to-coarse trimaps for one
image.

Figure 2.14: Left: same foreground against two known backgrounds. Middle: extracted matte and
new composite. Right: fine-to-coarse trimaps.

2. Use the optimized color sampling method described in Section 2.4.1 to generate an initial
alpha map α̂(0) and a confidence map fˆ(0);
while(true)
(a) Solve the matte as described in Section 2.4.3 using current α̂ and fˆ;
(b) Apply color sampling again to update the alpha map α̂(t) and the confidence mapfˆ(t);
(c) If  fˆ(t) − fˆ(t − 1) < , break;

3. End.
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2.5 A Quantitative Evaluation
Previous matting papers only show a few successful mattes to verify their methods. Although limited
quantitative comparisons have been shown in [81], there is no objective and quantitative evaluation
on how robust these methods to various user inputs. In this section we present such an evaluation
and comparison.

2.5.1

Materials and Methods

Our test set includes 8 test images along with ground-truth mattes, as shown in Figure 2.13. Image
T1 to T3 are generated using the blue screen matting technique described in [118]. As shown in
Figure 2.14, a fuzzy foreground is shot against two known backgrounds, which enables us to use
triangulation matting technique to pull out a fairly accurate matte. The matte is then used to create
a new composite which serves as the test image. Image T4 to T6 use real people and animals
as foregrounds. They are generated in a similar way except only one solid-color background is
used, and the Bayesian matting technique is used for extracting the initial matte for synthesizing the
composites.
To evaluate how the algorithms perform on real natural images instead of synthetic ones, our
data set includes two natural images T7 and T8. Since the real ground-truth mattes are unknown
in this case, we generate the best possible approximations using a variety of methods along with
extensive user assistance. We first manually create a very accurate trimap for each image. We then
apply previous matting algorithms to get the best matte from each individual algorithm. We then
manually combine these mattes by using the best matte regions of all candidates. Finally, a manual
correction process which is similar to the one proposed in Poisson Matting system [120] is employed
for further improvement.
To evaluate the accuracy and robustness of different algorithms, we first create a fairly accurate
trimap T0 for each test image, then dilate the unknown region gradually to create a series of less
accurate trimaps T1 , T2 , ..T8 . We apply a number of previous algorithms on each test image and each
trimap, and calculate the Mean Squared Error (MSE) of the estimated mattes against the groundtruth. In this way we can quantitatively compare different methods.
In this study we compare the performances of 7 algorithms: Bayesian matting [23], Believe
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Propagation matting [134], Global Poisson matting [120], Random Walk matting [52], KnockOut
2 [33], closed-form matting [81], and the robust algorithm proposed in this thesis. Note that some
approaches such as Belief Propagation matting and closed-form matting have the added ability to
work with user defined scribbles. However, as shown in their examples, the scribbles must be
carefully placed in order to get good mattes. A roughly specified trimap, which can be drawn with
a single fat stroke, creates a similar burden for the user as creating scribbles and thus stands in for
user scribbles. This allows us to test all algorithms in a uniform way.

2.5.2

Results and Discussion

Figure 2.15 shows the MSE curves of different algorithms for one test image. As expected, most
algorithms achieve their best performance with the finest trimap. As the trimaps becomes coarser,
their performances generally degrade, but at different rates. We also show partial mattes at two
trimap levels (2 and 8) since MSE values do not always correlate exactly with visual quality. Our
algorithm gives the best result at all trimap levels, both quantitatively and visually. Figure 2.16
shows the result on another test image.
We define two numerical indicators Ia and Ir to measure the accuracy and robustness of different
algorithms, respectively. For an algorithm and a test image, we compute a series of MSE values
using different trimaps, and define Ia as the minimal MSE value, and Ir as the difference between
the maximal and minimal values. Table 2.5.2 shows the Ia and Ir values for all algorithms on all
the test images along with their ranks. It demonstrates that our algorithm consistently ranks the top
in terms of both accuracy and robustness.
This study reveals that pure sampling-based approaches, such as Bayesian matting, can generate
fairly good mattes with tightly defined trimaps. However, when the trimap becomes coarser, the
performance rapidly degrades since their assumptions on color samples are violated. Although our
approach cannot fully avoid the performance degradation, the robust color sampling method we
propose helps our system generate more accurate result with fine trimaps, and be more robust to the
variance of user input.
On the other hand, propagation-based methods, such as the closed-form matting, can generate
stable results across all trimap levels. It is not a surprise that for some examples, at coarser trimap
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Table 2.1: Ia and Ir values for different algorithms on different test images and their ranks(Format:
Iarank : Irrank ). Bottom line shows the average ranks.

Poisson

Rand.

Knockout2 Bayesian

Walk

Iterative

Closed-

BP

form

Our

T1

7177 :19597 2865 :3435

1554 :3214

4536 :11986 612 :1823

793 :972

461 :851

T2

4776 :15776 4827 :7485

3264 :6784

4155 :20067 1183 :3373

1052 :2342

441 :1011

T3

8437 :17367 2186 :2785

1133 :1803

1375 :10056 1304 :2054

612 :802

381 :671

T4

3407 :13307 1986 :3073

1545 :5965

824 :7246

693 :3564

592 :1372

411 :951

T5

4517 :28917 1516 :3935

335 :3364

284 :6876

273 :2272

232 :3563

101 :1551

T6

8797 :31747 2795 :6383

3386 :13876 1943 :9385

2074 :9034

1572 :2371

691 :3812

T7

3597 :18307 2746 :4014

1505 :5166

692 :4065

784 :3623

773 :1431

311 :1652

T8

8326 :24426 17327

4354 :8884

1202 :49947 2143 :5532

5035 :5823

1141 :3941

4.5:4.5

3.9:6.0

2.6:2.0

1.0:1.3

:17955
Rank

6.9:6.8

6.0:4.4

3.3:3.1
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levels, the closed-form approach estimates mattes with lower MSEs than our algorithm does, which
means the color samples are no longer reliable when known pixels are far away from unknown ones.
However, the major limitation of this approach is that it cannot generate very accurate mattes with
fine trimaps. As shown in Figure 2.15, some fine details of the foreground are always missing in its
estimation. This fact demonstrates the contribution of the color sampling method in our approach
to the accuracy of the extracted mattes. In practice we can potentially lower the data weight γ in
Equation 2.14 for coarse trimaps where samples are not reliable.
Figure 2.17 shows the best mattes we extracted for a few other test images.
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Figure 2.15: Top: MSE curves for test image T2. Bottom: Partial mattes computed at two trimap
levels (indicated by colored triangular marks).
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Figure 2.16: Top: MSE curves for test image “kid”(700×438). Bottom: Mattes computed at two
trimap levels (indicated by colored triangular marks). Only two small regions of the mattes are
shown due to space limitation.
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Figure 2.17: Best mattes extracted by our algorithm for other examples.
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Chapter 3
SOFT SCISSORS FOR REALTIME MATTING
3.1 Offline V.S. Realtime Matting
As described in the previous chapter, most previous matting algorithms as well as the Robust Matting algorithm we presented work in an offline fashion. They require the user to first roughly segment the image into a trimap in which pixels are marked as definitely belonging to the background,
definitely belonging to the foreground, or unknown. These algorithms then use information from
the known background and foreground regions to compute a matte. If the initial results are not satisfactory (which is often the case), the user must then refine the trimap and run the algorithm again
until the process converges. In practice this process is usually very inefficient for the user.
Recent matting algorithms focus mainly on improving the quality of the matte by introducing
more sophisticated analysis and optimization methods. However they are generally slow. As a
result, the wait time between each iteration of the interactive loop described above can be very long.
For instance, Bayesian matting [23] takes 141 seconds of computation time to generate a result
for the example shown in Figure 3.1. Also, these techniques re-compute the whole matte on each
iteration and there is no good strategy to update the matte incrementally. On the other hand, earlier
approaches such as the Knockout 2 system [33] are extremely simple and fast, but are not capable
of generating high quality mattes for complex images.
We create a system which we dub Soft Scissors 1 , an interactive tool for extracting high quality
alpha mattes of foreground objects in realtime. The system is built upon the offline Robust Matting
algorithm we proposed in the previous chapter, and we improve it to give it the ability to incrementally update the matte in an online interactive setting. In our system the user roughly specifies the
foreground boundary using an intelligent paint stroke (or soft scissor). As shown in Figure 3.1(a,b),
the system automatically updates the matte and foreground colors according to the newly-added information along the stroke to instantly reveal a local region of the final composite. The high quality
1

This system has been published in [132].
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Figure 3.1: In the soft scissors system the high quality matte (a) and a novel composite (b) is
computed in realtime when the user is specifying the rough foreground boundary. Using the system
a successful composite (c) is created in a few seconds with one scissor stroke.

composite shown in Figure 3.1(c) took about 40 seconds of total interleaved user and computation
time.
In adapting the Robust Matting algorithm to the realtime setting, we make three contributions in
the Soft Scissors system:
Incremental matte estimation. Based on newly-add user strokes, the system first determines the
minimal number of pixels that need to be updated, and then computes their new alpha values.
Incremental foreground color estimation. In addition to alpha values, our system also incrementally computes the foreground colors for truly-mixed pixels so the final composite can be
updated immediately.
Intelligent user interface. The soft scissor width and the boundary conditions are automatically
adjusted to approximately capture the boundary that lies ahead on the scissor’s path.
By combining all of these elements together, we develop the first system to generate high quality
mattes and composites in realtime.

3.2 The Soft Scissors Algorithms
3.2.1

Overview

The system updates the matte in realtime while the user roughly paints a scissor stroke along the
boundary of the foreground object. A flowchart of each internal iteration of the system is shown
in Figure 3.2. We assume that the scissor stroke implicitly defines a trimap, usually with the left
edge of the stroke assumed to lie in the background (blue pixels); the right edge assumed to lie in
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Figure 3.2: A flowchart of our system.

the foreground (red pixels); and the middle of the stroke unknown (gray pixels). The Soft Scissors
interface is described in detail in Section 3.3. On each iteration the system determines which pixels
were painted since the previous iteration. Because this new input region, Mt (shown in dark green),
provides more trimap information about the image, it will affect the alpha values for surrounding
pixels. Thus, we use the input region to seed an update-region solver (see Section 3.2.4) which
computes a small region of pixels for which the alpha values will be computed. This matting region
Ωt (shown in light green) is generally much smaller than the whole unknown region in the trimap,
and therefore solving the matte is significantly more efficient than re-calculating the whole unknown
region in each iteration.
We update the alpha values for pixels in Ωt using a robust matte solver (see Section 3.2.2). By
treating pixels outside Ωt as boundary conditions, the solution is guaranteed to be smooth across the
boundary of Ωt . Finally, the foreground colors of pixels in Ωt are updated by a foreground color
solver that uses the newly computed alpha values (see Section 3.2.3). We then display the updated
composite in Ωt .

3.2.2

Solving for the Matte

The central component of our soft scissors system is the Robust Matting algorithm presented in the
previous chapter. For completeness we briefly summarize the algorithm here.
As illustrated in Figure 3.3, assume that we have already computed the update region Ωt (shown
in light and dark green). We treat the problem of solving for α in this region as a soft graph-labeling
problem. We use the graph structure shown in Figure 3.4(a), where ΩF and ΩB are virtual nodes
representing pure foreground and pure background; white nodes represent unknown pixels in the
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Figure 3.3: Our system quickly solves the matte under the leading edge of the soft scissors, constrained by boundary pixels.

Figure 3.4: The matte (a), foreground colors (b) and the update region (c) are solved as soft graphlabelling problems.

image; and light red and light blue nodes are boundary nodes whose alpha values are fixed in this iteration. The boundary nodes for this graph include not only user marked foreground and background
pixels, but also unknown pixels on the boundary of Ωt whose alpha values have been estimated in
previous iterations. In this way we ensure the matte is smooth across the entire boundary of the
update region.
We selectively sample a group of known foreground and background pixels from the boundary
of the trimap to compute non-parametric models of the foreground and background color distributions. We then assign data weights Wi,F , Wi,B between pixel i and the virtual nodes based on
these distributions. The data weights constrain pixels that are similar in color to the foreground
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Figure 3.5: Left: Initial estimates of foreground colors after the matte estimation step; Right: Final
foreground colors after optimization.

(background) to have a stronger Wi,F (Wi,B ) and therefore make them more likely to have a higher
(lower) alpha values. We use the formulation proposed in the closed-form matting paper [81] to
set the edge weights Wi,j between each pair of neighboring pixels i and j. Note that each pixel is
connected to its 25 spatial neighbors in this formulation. The edge weights constrain nearby pixels
to have similar alpha values. Once the graph is constructed, we solve the graph-labelling problem
as a Random Walk [51], which minimizes the total graph energy over real values.
Intuitively the Random Walk solver determines the alpha values by placing a random walker
at pixel i that can walk to any neighboring node j (i.e. any node connected to i including the two
virtual nodes) with probability Wi,j /


j

Wi,j . The walker then moves from j to another neighbor

k in the same manner, and so on. This process iterates until the walker reaches one of the boundary
nodes. The probability that the walker ends up at the foreground virtual node determines the alpha
value of pixel i. This probability can be naively estimated by simulating the random walk process a
large number of times, and counting how many times it arrives at the foreground node. In practice,
however, we calculate the unknown alphas in closed-form by solving a large linear system using the
random walk algorithm outlined in [51].

3.2.3

Solving for the Foreground Colors

In addition to computing alpha values we also estimate the foreground color F for each pixel in
the unknown region. Although we select a few foreground samples for each pixel in the matte
estimation step, these samples are chosen individually without enforcing smoothness constraints.
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As a result, after the matte estimation step, the composite may contain visual artifacts, as shown in
Figure 3.5.
To achieve higher quality composites, we refine the estimated foreground colors by solving a
second graph-labeling problem using Random Walk, as shown in Figure 3.4(b). Only those pixels
in Ωt whose alpha values are strictly between 0 and 1 are treated as unknown pixels in this step,
c
and each unknown pixel is connected to its 4 spatial neighbors. We define a color edge weight Wi,j
c = |α − α | + ε, where ε is a small value ensuring the weight is
between two neighbors as Wi,j
i
j

greater than zero. This edge weight encodes explicit smoothness priors on F , which are stronger in
the presence of matte edges (where αi and αj have a larger difference).
The boundary pixels in this step are either foreground pixels (α = 1) or background pixels
(α = 0). For foreground pixels (red outline nodes in Figure 3.4(b)), we use their true colors as
boundary conditions, while for background pixels (blue outline nodes in Figure 3.4(b)), we use their
initially estimated foreground colors in the matte estimation step as boundary conditions. The initial
estimates are shown as the node colors in Figure 3.4(b). We then solve for the three foreground color
channels individually using the Random Walk solver.

3.2.4

Solving the Update Region

A key feature of the Soft Scissors system is that it is incremental – we only update the alpha and
foreground colors for a small portion of the image on each iteration. Given a new input region we
compute the set of pixels that might be affected by the new information as the update region Ωt .
Once again we solve a graph-labeling problem as shown in Figure 3.4(c). All pixels that have been
newly marked by the user in the current iteration are treated as boundary pixels with an assigned
label of 1 (the dark green nodes in Figure 3.4(c)). All other pixels that have been marked in previous
iterations are treated as unknown pixels in this step (white nodes in Figure 3.4(c)). Similar to the
alpha estimation graph in Figure 3.4(a), each pixel is connected to its 25 spatial neighbors with the
same edge weights Wi,j as we defined in the matte estimation step. We again solve the graph using
the Random Walk solver. Those pixels that are assigned non-zero labels form the new update region
Ωt .
Intuitively, the Random Walk solver determines how far potential changes of alpha values due
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Figure 3.6: (a). Our system can automatically determine the soft scissor width and boundary conditions. (b). An example of enlarging the width to cover the mixed foreground/background region.
(c). An example of changing the boundary condition.

to the newly marked pixels should be propagated towards the boundary of the image. A smoother
local image region will result in a larger Ωt since the weights between neighboring pixels are high,
and vice versa. This solver is similar in spirit to the region solvers employed in the interactive tone
mapping system [86], but with different graph topologies and edge weights.

3.3 The Soft Scissor Interface
As the user paints along the boundary of the foreground object our system dynamically adjusts two
properties of the Soft Scissors brush; 1) brush width and 2) boundary conditions for the trimap that
are implicitly defined by the brush strokes. The adjustments are based on local statistics near the
current brush stroke. In addition, users can manually adjust these parameters if necessary.

Choosing the scissor brush width
Wider scissors are appropriate for object edges that are very fuzzy while narrower scissors are better
for sharper edges as they provide tighter bounds on the solution and greatly improve computation efficiency. Our approach for automatically determining scissor brush width is shown in Figure 3.6(a).
At each time t, we create a wide “look-ahead” region (shown in purple) by extending the current
path of the scissor. We treat all pixels in this region as unknowns and include them in Ωt for alpha
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Figure 3.7: Examples of automatic brush width adjustment.

estimation. Then, to estimate the matte profile we sample a group of pixels sparsely distributed
along lines perpendicular to the current scissor path direction. The scissor width is set so that it
covers all of the sample pixels with fractional alpha estimates.
Figure 3.7 shows a few other examples on automatically changing the brush width.

Determining the boundary conditions
Initially we assume that the user orients the scissor brush strokes so that the left edge of the brush is
in the background region and the right side of the brush is within the foreground region. However, at
times users need to follow thin structures (e.g. single hairs). In this case they require a brush in which
both sides are marked as background as in Figure 3.6(c). In other situations users will paint back and
forth over the foreground object and the brush must be able to reverse the background/foreground
edges as the user reverses the brush direction.
We dynamically adjust the scissor brush boundary conditions by building color models of the
foreground and background colors. Once the user has created a short stroke and marked enough foreground/background pixels under the initial assumptions we use Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM)
to build foreground and background color models. Then, for each new brush position we classify the
brush edges based on whether their average color is closer to the foreground or background GMM.
In addition, the GMMs are updated periodically using recently marked foreground and background
pixels. An example is shown in Figure 3.6(c).
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3.4 Results and Evaluation
The images in Figure 3.1 show one example of the Soft Scissors in use. Figure 3.8 shows three
more challenging examples of our system running on complex images and the resulting high quality
mattes.
The system not only runs in realtime, but also generates higher quality results than previous
approaches. To quantitatively and objectively evaluate our system, similar to the approach we used
for evaluating the Robust Matting algorithm as we described in the previous section, we constructed
a test data set of 5 examples as shown in Figure 3.9. Each foreground object was originally shot
against a solid colored background and we extracted a high quality matte using Bayesian matting.
We used the resulting matte as the ground-truth and composited the foreground object onto a more
complex background to synthesize a “natural” image as a test image. Finally we applied various
matting approaches on these test images.
We compare mattes extracted using Soft Scissors with five previous matting approaches: Bayesian
matting [23], iterative BP matting [134], closed-form matting [81], knockout 2[33] and global Poisson matting [120]. We also compare the mattes with our offline Robust Matting approach. All of
these techniques were run using the same trimap created using our interactive system. Figure 3.10
shows the Mean Squared Error (MSE) of the extracted mattes against the ground-truth. Two visual
examples are shown in Figure 3.12. These results clearly suggest that our system extracts the mattes
with highest quality. Note that Soft Scissors generates slightly better results than the offline Robust
Matting approach due to implementation improvements. The total processing time of different approaches are also shown in Figure 3.11. For fair timing comparisons we fixed the total number of
iterations in the offline approaches to 4. Not surprisingly, Soft Scissors takes the least amount of
time for extracting good mattes.
Our system also works well with more solid foreground objects. In Figure 3.13 we compare
our algorithm with binary cutout tools on extracting the rabbit. Note that the results generated by
Intelligent Scissors and GrabCut suffer from inaccuracies along the boundary and more severely,
the “color bleeding” problem, where the boundary pixels represent a mixed foreground-background
color due to partial pixel coverage (see the greenish boundary pixels in the binary results). In
contrast, our system is able to fully extract the rabbit without such artifacts.
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3.5 Discussion
We have demonstrated the first realtime tool for generating high quality mattes and composites
as the user roughly paints along the foreground boundary. The scissor brush width and boundary
conditions adjust intelligently as the user draws the scissor stroke. Our evaluation demonstrates that
Soft Scissors outperform previous matting techniques both in quality and efficiency.
Currently we rely on the user to trace the foreground edge. One could imagine a hybrid system
that first performs a quick binary segmentation to further guide the user and the underlying algorithms. However, for still images the speed and simplicity of the current approach may not warrant
the complexity such an approach would add to the system. For video matting however, some hybrid
of a fully automated and a user guided system will be needed. We feel the Soft Scissors approach
can provide the basis for the user guided aspect of such a system.
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Figure 3.8: Three examples. From left to right: original image, snapshots of extracting the matte in
realtime, and the new composite.

Figure 3.9: Test data set. (a). Original image. (b). Ground-truth matte. (c). Target image on which
we apply matting algorithms.
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Figure 3.10: Comparing different algorithms on the data set in terms of matte errors.

Figure 3.11: Comparing different algorithms on the data set in terms of processing time.

Figure 3.12: Partial results on test image “man” and “woman” in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.13: Comparing our system with Intelligent Scissors and GrabCut on extracting the foreground rabbit.
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Chapter 4
COMPOSITIONAL MATTING
4.1 Introduction
We have demonstrated a Robust Matting algorithm in Chapter 2, and the Soft Scissors system which
is built upon it for realtime matting in Chapter 3. Although the main purpose of these systems is
to re-compose the foreground onto a new background, these approaches, as well as other previous
matting systems, treat matting and compositing as separate tasks by assuming the new background
is unknown. In this chapter we show that, by combining matting and compositing into a single
optimization process, the matting algorithm can be more robust and efficient to create a successful composite. We dub this matting algorithm compositional matting 1 . An example is shown
in Figure 4.5 where we use this algorithm to re-compose the girl onto a much nicer beach image.
Compared with previous approaches, our algorithm creates the best composite with the least amount
of visual artifacts.
Besides composing the foreground onto a new background, we also explore the advantages of
the proposed algorithm for re-organizing and re-composing elements within a single image. A
common photograph we have all seen contains a person standing in front a beautiful outdoor scene
(for example, the image shown in Figure 4.4). Although the background is nicely framed, the
foreground person often looks quite small since the focal length of the camera was set to capture
the wide angle scene. This problem becomes more obvious as the image is resized to standard
snapshot size or is displayed on a small mobile device, as the foreground character may shrink to
the point of being unrecognizable. One could crop the foreground from the original image, however
the composite becomes less interesting by losing the background scene.
Based on the compositional matting algorithm we allow the user to set different display ratios
for foreground and background objects. As shown in Figure 4.4, the user roughly indicates the foreground by a few paint strokes, and our system is able to generate a novel version of the photograph
1

This algorithm has been published in [136].
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where the foreground is enlarged while the background remains as is.

4.2 Related Work
4.2.1

Foreground Segmentation

Many systems have been developed to accurately identify the foreground regions with minimal user
guidance. Intelligent paint [107] and the object-based image editing system [6] first oversegment the
image and then let the user select the regions that form the foreground object. LazySnapping [83]
and GrabCut [110] systems provide interactive graph-cut-based segmentation solutions. The GrowCut system [130] employs cellular automation for interactive foreground extraction. In these systems users coarsely indicate foreground and background regions with a few paint strokes of the
mouse and the system tries to determine the ideal boundary for segmenting the foreground.

4.2.2

Foreground Matting

Pixels on the edge of a foreground object usually contain some percentage of the background. These
“mixed pixels” can create visual seams when composed onto a new background. Seamlessly composing a foreground object onto a new background requires estimating an opacity (alpha) value for
each pixel as well as the foreground color. Ruzon and Tomasi [111] show how to estimate the alpha
matte and foreground color using statistical methods. Chuang et al. [23] extend this approach by
employing Bayesian framework for alpha estimation in both images and video. The Poisson matting approach [120] solves Poisson equations for matte estimation, under the assumption that the
foreground and background colors are distinct and smooth.
Recently, the problem of foreground segmentation and matting is combined together in the Belief Propagation matting system[134], where an iterative optimization process is employed for estimating foreground matte from sparse user input such as a few scribbles. This quickly becomes a
new trend in matting research and some new systems, such as the easy matting [53] and the closedform matting system [81], have been proposed to achieve more robust and accurate matting results
with sparse user inputs. These approaches have been described in detail in Section 2.2.
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4.2.3

Image Compositing

Since our system composes the foreground object in a source image onto a new background image, it
belongs to the general framework of “photomontage.” Agarwala et al. have proposed an interactive
framework [3] for this task by using graph-cut optimization. Their framework makes use of two
techniques primarily: graph-cut optimization, to choose good seams within the constituent images
so that they can be combined as seamlessly as possible; and gradient-domain fusion, a process based
on Poisson equations, to further reduce any remaining visible artifacts in the composite. Also central
to the framework is a suite of interactive tools that allow the user to specify a variety of high-level
image objectives, either globally across the image, or locally through a painting-style interface.
Image objectives are applied independently at each pixel location and generally involve a function
of the pixel values (such as maximum contrast) drawn from that same location in the set of source
images. Typically, a user applies a series of image objectives iteratively in order to create a finished
composite. They show how this framework can be used for a wide variety of applications, including
selective composites (for instance, group photos in which everyone looks their best), relighting,
extended depth of field, panoramic stitching, clean-plate production, stroboscopic visualization of
movement, and time-lapse mosaics. However, this system only generates hard segmentation of
source images, and thus is not capable of handling partial foreground coverage.
The Poisson image editing system [106] uses generic interpolation machinery based on solving
Poisson equations for composing a foreground region onto a destination region. This approach
shows that given methods for crafting the Laplacian of an unknown function over some domain,
and its boundary conditions, the Poisson equation can be solved numerically to achieve seamless
filling of that domain. By using this method independently in each of the channels of a color image,
seamless composite can be achieved. This approach works well when the destination region has
a relatively simple gradient field, but is insufficient to handle highly textured regions which are
common in many images and in our examples.
The recently proposed “Drag-and-Drop Pasting” system [69] improves Poisson image editing
by finding optimal boundary conditions. A shortest closed-path algorithm is designed to search for
the location of the boundary. However as shown in their examples, this system will always change
the color of the entire foreground to blend it into the new background, which is often undesirable
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when the foreground and background have a significant gap in depth.
In contrast, our system seamlessly composes foreground and background images by estimating
a matte for the foreground region. The matte is optimized in a sense that it will minimize the visual
artifacts on the result image, although it may not be the true matte for the foreground.

4.2.4

Image Retargeting

Image retargeting adapts images for display on devices different than originally intended. Liu and
Gleicher have proposed a retargeting algorithm [90] by using non-linear fisheye-view warping to
emphasize parts of an image while shrinking others. Like the previous cropping-based approaches,
this method automatically identifies important aspects of the source image to emphasize. However,
rather than completely discarding less important aspects of the image, it uses a non-linear image
warping function that de-emphasizes them. The idea of using an idealized fisheye warp is a common
method in information visualization to provide a “focus+context” display that both emphasizes the
focus area, while retaining its context. Although this method can fit a large image into a small
screen, both the foreground and background are very distorted. Instead, we set different display
ratios for the foreground and background to achieve the retargeting goal, and only alter a small
region around the foreground to eliminate the compositing seams without significant distortion.

4.3 The Compositional Matting Algorithm
As shown in the matting Equation 1.1, the observed image Iz (z = (x, y)) is modelled as a convex
combination of foreground image Fz and background image Bz . In this work we assume the new
background image B , onto which the extracted foreground will be composed onto, is known. The
final composite thus can be calculated as
Iz∗ = Iz + (1 − αz )(Bz − Bz )

(4.1)

We can see that the final composite Iz∗ is determined by two unknowns: αz and the original background color Bz . As we will show later, our algorithm starts estimating the matte from the outside of
the foreground where Bz = Iz , thus mostly the composite will only affected by the single unknown
αz , and the goal of our system is to estimate αz s to minimize the visual artifacts of Iz∗ s.
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Figure 4.1: Our algorithm solves the composite in a front-propagation fashion. (a). Dilating background region BIt (blue) to create an unknown region UIt (yellow). (b). Finding the composite for
UIt by optimization with boundary conditions. (c). Regions are evolved for the next iteration.

The most obvious advantage B provides is that if the new background has very similar regions
to the original one, instead of extracting the true foreground matte in these regions which can be
erroneous, we can find a good transition between the old background and new background for
a good composite. In other words, our matte can be conservative and thus some of the original
background is carried into the composed image with the foreground.

4.3.1

Front Propagation for Matte Estimation

In our system the user first roughly indicates the foreground object on image I by specifying a
bounding box RI around it, and a few paint strokes on it, as shown in Figure 4.4a. We treat the
region outside RI as the initial background region BI , the region under paint strokes as the initial
foreground region FI , and all other pixels uncovered as the initial unknown region UI .
The matte MI is estimated iteratively. In each iteration BI is dilated to create a narrow band
region UIt and update the matte in this region. In early iterations many pixels in UIt will have
estimated alpha value of 0 since they are very likely to be background pixels. We then expand
BI based on the updated matte and dilate it again to create a new unknown region UIt+1 for the
next iteration. The algorithm stops when UIt+1 ≈ UIt . One can imagine that the unknown region
is shrinking until becoming stable, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. The front propagation can stop
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immediately whenever it finds a good composite, thus can avoid visual artifacts resulting from
inaccurate alpha values and foreground colors for real foreground pixels.

4.3.2

Cost Functions

In this section we describe how we set up the optimization objective in each iteration. A pixel z in
the unknown region UIt has two possible modes. The first is that the new background color Bz is
very different from the original color Iz , thus an accurate alpha value should be estimated for z in
order to fully substitute Bz with Bz . We call this mode matting mode, and design a matting cost
for it. The second mode, which we call compositing mode, is that Bz is very close to Iz , thus it is a
good place for transiting from the original image to the new background image. A compositing cost
is defined for this case.

Matting Cost
The matting cost is designed to accurately estimate alpha values. In this case, the new background is
simply ignored thus the problem degrades to the traditional matting problem. Inspired by recent optimization approaches for image segmentation and matting [134, 110, 83], our matting cost contains
two terms: a data term which measures the alpha value based on the pixel’s own observations, and
a neighborhood term which enforces the alpha estimations to be consistent in a local neighborhood
area.
Specifically, we sample a group of known background colors from the neighborhood of z, and
use them to estimate a Gaussian distribution G(Bz , ΣB
z ). Since the user marked foreground pixels
are usually far away, we use the global sampling method proposed in [134] to gather a group of
foreground colors for z, and estimate a Gaussian distribution on them as G(Fz , ΣFz ). An estimated
alpha value αm
z is calculated as
αm
z =

d(Iz , Bz , ΣB
z )
F
d(Iz , Fz , Σz ) + d(Iz , Bz , ΣB
z )

(4.2)

where d(I, C, Σ) is the Manhattan distance from color I to a Gaussian G(C, Σ). The data term is
then defined to be
2
Dzmat = (αz − αm
z )

(4.3)
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It has been approved in previous approaches that enforcing proper neighborhood constraints
can help estimate accurate alpha mattes. The Poisson matting [120] approach enforces the matte
gradient to be proportional to the image gradient. The closed-form matting system [81] set the
weights between neighboring pixels based on their color differences computed from local color
distributions. In this work we choose to use this method for setting the neighborhood term due to its
simplicity and efficiency.
Formally, the neighborhood term is defined as
Jzmat =



(αv − az Iv − bz )2 + a2z

(4.4)

v∈wz

where wz is a 3 × 3 window around z, and az and bz are two coefficients which can be eliminated
later in the optimization process.  is a regularization coefficient which is set to be 10−5 in our
system. More details and justifications of this neighborhood term can be found in [81].
The total matting cost is defined by combining the data term and neighborhood term together as
Czmat = wmat · Dzmat + Jzmat .

(4.5)

where wmat is a free parameter in the system which balances the data term and the neighborhood
term.
Compositing Cost
The compositing cost is defined for image regions where the new background matches well with
the original image. Similar to the matting cost, the compositing cost also contains a data term
and a neighborhood term. Roughly speaking, the data term determines where to make a transition
between the original image and the new background image, and the neighborhood term enforces the
transition to be smooth.
Since Iz (which equals to Bz most likely) and Bz are very close, we can ignore the true alpha
of z and make a direct transition from the new background to the foreground image. To do this we
examine the color difference between Iz and Bz , and calculate a transition probability as




pz = exp − Bz − Iz

T



ΣI−1
Bz − Iz
z



,

(4.6)

where ΣIz is the local color variance computed from a 3 × 3 window centered at z in the original
image.
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The data term in the compositing cost is then defined as
Dzcmp = (αz − pz )2 .

(4.7)

If the color difference between Bz and Iz (normalized by local color variance) is small, the
transition probability pz will be large, which encourages a high alpha value for z to force the front
propagation to stop here.
The neighborhood term is defined as


Jzcmp =

[1 − exp (−dt (z, v))] (αv − αz )2 ,

(4.8)

v∈wz

where dt (z, v) is the transition distance between z and v which is calculated as [d(Iz , Bz , ΣIz ) +
d(Iv , Bv , ΣIv )]/2. Minimizing Jzcmp will force the transition happens only at places where the transition distance is small, or in other words, only at places where the new background pixels are very
close to the original ones. This neighborhood term is similar to the one defined in the photomontage
system[3] for seamless compositing, however in the photomontage system the alpha values can only
be either 1 or 0.
By combining the data term and the neighborhood term together, the compositing cost is defined
as
Czcmp = wcmp · Dzcmp + Jzcmp ,

(4.9)

where wcmp is another balancing parameter of the system.
Combined Cost
For an unknown pixel z, we classify it to be in either matting mode or compositing mode based on
its local image characteristics. The classification is achieved by defining a function δz as
δz =

⎧
⎪
⎨ 1

c
: αm
z > αz

⎪
⎩ 0

c
: αm
z < αz

(4.10)

The total cost for tth iteration is defined as as
Ct =

 

δz Czmat + (1 − δz )Czcmp



z∈UIt

=

 

δz [wzmat · Dzmat + Jzmat ]

z∈UIt

+(1 − δz )[wzcmp · Dzcmp + Jzcmp ]}

(4.11)
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For better justification of the total cost we defined, we can examine some extreme situations. If the
new background B is totally different from the original image I, then δz s will be all ones since αcz s
defined in equation 4.6 will be very small. Then only the matting cost will be minimized and the
compositional matting degrades to a general matting algorithm, which can generate competing (and
often times better) mattes compared with previous matting approaches. Similarly, if B is very close
to I  over the whole image, thus only the compositing cost will be minimized and our system works
in a similar way as the photomontage system [3]. However, since our system allows a smooth alpha
transition, it can generate more smooth composites than the photomontage system. For most of the
cases, our system performs mixed matting and compositing.

4.3.3

Optimization

As we can see that since each term in equation 4.11 is defined as a quadratic function over alpha
values, minimizing the total cost could be achieved by solving a sparse linear system.
Specifically, the matte is calculated as
α = argmin ᾱT Lᾱ, s.t. αbi = sbi

(4.12)

where ᾱ = [1, 0, αz1 , ..., αzn , αb1 , ..., αbm ]T , and z1, ..., zn are all pixels in UIt , and b1, ..., bm are
boundary pixels. The sbi represent the boundary condition. In our system if the boundary pixel bi is
s
on the outer boundary of the unknown region then sbi = 0, otherwise it is set to be max(αm
bi , αbi ).

L is a sparse, symmetric, positive definite Laplacian matrix with dimensions (2 + n + m) × (2 +
n + m), given by

cmp c
αz
L(1, αz ) = −δz wzmat αm
z − (1 − δz )wz

(4.13)

L(0, αz ) = −1 − L(1, αz )

(4.14)



L(αz , αv ) = − (1 − δz δv )[1 − exp(−dt (z, v))] +
(z,v)∈wk


k

[

δz δv
 · I3 −1
(1 + (Iz − uk )T (Σk +
) (Iv − uk )]
9
9
!

L(αz , αz ) = − L(1, αz ) + L(0, αz ) +


v=z

(4.15)

"

L(αz , αv )

(4.16)
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Figure 4.2: (a). The original image I(top) and the new background I (bottom). (b). User input: a
trimap for Bayesian matting (top) and paint strokes for scribble-based systems. (c)-(f): Matte and
composite created by Bayesian matting(c), photomontage(d), iterative BP matting(e) and closedform matting(f). (g). The ground truth matte and composite.

Specifically, L(1, αz ) and L(0, αz ) are derived from the data terms in Equation 4.11, and
L(αz , αv ) is derived from the neighborhood terms in Equation 4.11. Note that the first term in
L(αz , αv ) is derived from Jzcmp , and the second term is derived from Jzmat , which is provided in
[81]. In this term uk (3 × 1) and Σk (3 × 3) are color mean and variance in the local window, and I3
is the 3 × 3 identity matrix. Note that the parameters a and b in Equation 4.4 have been eliminated
in the final optimization, as demonstrated in [81].
The definition of L(αz , αz ) ensures that every row of L sums to zero. In contrast to the “matting
Laplacian” defined in [81], we call the matrix L defined here as compositional matting Laplacian.
Once the matte converges, we use locally sampled background colors to estimate a background
color Bz for a pixel z whose alpha value is between 0 and 1, and then use Equation 4.1 to generate
the final composite.

4.4 Comparisons
We first compare the proposed algorithm with previous matting and compositing approaches on
a synthetic example shown in Figure 4.2. More comparisons on real images will be shown later.
Figure 4.2a shows the original image I where the foreground texture is composed onto a background
texture using a pre-defined matte. Below this is the new background image B where the bottom
half is similar but the top has changed.
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Figure 4.3: (a). Matte and composite created by our system. (b). The results when the compositing
cost is disabled. (c). The results when the matting cost is disabled.

Figure 4.2b-e shows that previous approaches such as Bayesian matting [23], photomontage [3],
iterative BP matting [134] and closed-form matting [81] all have difficulties dealing with this data
set. Given the complex foreground and background patterns, these algorithms fail to extract an
accurate matte thus the final composites are erroneous.
Figure 4.3a shows the composite generated by our system, which has higher visual quality than
composites created by others, and is quite similar to the ground truth shown in Figure 4.3g. This is
achieved by implicitly treating different regions in different ways. For the bottom half of the image
where old and new backgrounds are similar, the front propagation stops earlier when it finds a good
transition, thus the hard problem of finding an accurate matte in this region is avoided. For the upper
half of the image where the old and new backgrounds are different, our algorithm works in a similar
fashion as traditional matting algorithms to try to extract a good matte for the foreground.
Figure 4.3b shows the results if we disable the compositing cost in Equation 4.11 by letting
all δz s to be 1. And Figure 4.3c shows the results of disabling the matting cost. These results
demonstrate that minimizing a single cost is not sufficient for creating a successful composite.
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Figure 4.4: (a). Zoomed original image and user inputs. (b). Novel composite created by our system.
(c). Trimap for Bayesian matting. (d). Matte computed by Bayesian matting. (e). Composite with
matte in d. (f). Composite with matte in d after hole filling still contains visual artifacts.

4.5 Foreground Zooming
We apply the compositional matting algorithm to the task of recomposing a single image by varying
the size ratio between the foreground and background within a single image. In general, we set a
higher display ratio for the foreground relative to the background to emphasize the foreground. In
this case, both the image I and the new background B are differently scaled versions of the original
photograph. This result is similar to virtually pulling the foreground towards the camera, as shown
in Figure 4.4.
Using previous methods, one could achieve this by first extracting a high-quality matte for the
foreground. Then hole filling methods would be needed to repair the background. One could then
compose a scaled up version of the foreground matte onto the background. However, extracting a
perfect matte for the foreground is difficult for general images, as is hole filling, and the composed
image may contain visual artifacts.
For example, to attempt to use Bayesian matting to enlarge the foreground in Figure 4.4a, the
user needs to specify a good trimap as shown in Figure 4.4c, which generates the matte in Figure 4.4d
and results in a composite in Figure 4.4e. We can see “ghost” artifacts since the enlarged foreground
does not fully cover the original foreground. We then use the image inpainting technique proposed
in [142] to fill the holes on the background, resulting in a better composite in Figure 4.4f. However
the errors in the matte estimation still cause noticeable visual artifacts.
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Figure 4.5: (a). I, B and user input. (b)-(e). Input strokes, extracted matte and composite of
Bayesian matting, photomontage, iterative matting and our system, respectively. Yellow arrows
highlight artifacts.

In our system instead of using image inpainting techniques to fill-in the holes, we simply modify
one step of our algorithm to avoid introducing holes as shown in Figure 4.4c. Once we calculate


αm
z in Equation 4.2 for pixel z, we find its corresponding location z on the new background B . If
m
m
m
αm
z  is smaller than αz , we then let αz  equals to αz . In other words, we set high alpha values to

pixels insides holes to encourage them to be occluded in the final composite. In this way our system
achieves hole filling, foreground matting and compositing in a single optimization procedure.

4.6 More Results
Figure 4.5 compares different approaches on extracting the foreground from I and composing it onto
B  . It shows that our system is able to create a more satisfying composite than previous approaches.
Additionally, Figure 4.6 shows that if we use a totally different new background such as a solid blue,
our system will try to extract an accurate matte since no useful new background information can be
used in this case. This demonstrates that our system will work just as a normal matting algorithm
when the new background is different from the original one instead of generating unpredictable
results.
Figure 4.7 shows another example where we want to create a more impressive waterfall from the
original one. We stretch the waterfall in the horizontal direction and recompose it onto the original
image. Using previous matting approaches to achieve this is particularly hard since the foreground
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Figure 4.6: The matte and composite generated by our system when the new background is provided
as a solid blue.

object is semi-transparent thus creating a trimap for matting is erroneous. Instead, we compare
our system with the photomontage system. Since photomontage cannot deal with partial coverage,
the composition generated from it contains more visual artifacts than the one generated from our
system.
Figure 4.8 compares our system with the image retargeting system [90]. In the zoomed out fisheye image created by the image retargeting system the mountain behind the person is unacceptably
distorted. As shown in Figure 4.8c, a true fish-eye image is even worse since the foreground character is also unacceptably distorted. In contrast, our system is able to enlarge the foreground while
keeping both the foreground and the background in as original a state as possible.
Although our system works well on most of the examples we have tested, it does not always
give satisfying composites. When the new background differs significantly from the original one,
the compositional matting faces the same difficulties as traditional matting algorithms do. Difficult
and successful examples are shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.9. In the original image, Figure 4.9a, the
foreground is so similar to the background that extracting an accurate matte is almost impossible.
However, if the new background is similar to the original one, our system is able to create a good
composite as shown in 4.9d. If unfortunately, the new background is substantially different from the
original one, our system along with previous approaches all fail to give good composites, as shown
in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.7: (a). Scaled original image with user inputs to expand the waterfall. (b). Composite
generated by our system. (c). Composite generated by the photomontage system. (d). Details of
composites.

4.7 Discussion
A key lesson to take from this work is that such image processing methods should take advantage
of all information known in a real application. Matting in the absence of the knowledge of the new
background may not describe the full task.
In this chapter we have demonstrated a compositional matting algorithm by taking the advantage
of knowing the new background image onto which the foreground is to be composed. Experimental
results show that our algorithm outperforms previous proposed matting and composition algorithms
when the new background has similar regions with the old one. Based on the new matting algorithm
we show how to recompose images by displaying foreground and background with different scales.
In the future we hope to consider how one might take temporal coherence into account for recomposing video objects. One could create a similar unified optimization framework, but computational
considerations would certainly need to be addressed.
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Figure 4.8: (a). Scaled original Image. (b). Simulated fish-eye image used by the image retargeting
system. (c). A normal fish-eye image. (d). Enlarging foreground by 1.9 times using our system.

Figure 4.9: (a). Original image and matte extracted by Beyesian matting. (b). Composition created
by Bayesian matting. (c). Composition created by our algorithm.
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Figure 4.10: A failure example. From left to right: composing the foreground in Figure 4.9a onto
a substantially different background using our system; matte extracted by our system; composition
created by Bayesian matting.
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Chapter 5
INTERACTIVE VIDEO CUTOUT
5.1 Introduction
In previous chapters, we have presented new innovations for interactively extracting foreground
objects from still images. In this chapter we target the more challenging problem of video segmentation, and propose a novel system to extract foreground objects from video sequences.
One could imagine a simple solution that operates on each frame of a video individually using
image-based techniques, but these would fail in two ways. The requirements for user interaction
would become overly tedious. In addition, slight differences in the extraction from frame to frame
will lead to a lack of temporal coherence, resulting in a jittery video.
We thus will operate on the video as a whole, which presents many new challenges ranging from
the large number of pixels in a video to deal with, to difficulties in providing intuitive interfaces for
a user to indicate regions of interest that move and deform significantly through time. On the other
hand, within a single shot, a video provides some advantages since each frame can be expected
to be highly correlated with other frames. We will take advantage of this fact when possible in
constructing our solution.
We develop an interactive system for efficiently extracting foreground objects from a video 1 .
The system we present for video foreground extraction offers a number of contributions over previous work:
• We present a novel user interface for allowing the user to indicate foreground and background
regions within the video by painting of surfaces within the spatio-temporal volume.
• We introduce a hierarchical mean-shift over-segmentation preprocess to allow for solving
global graph-cut optimizations in interactive time (a few seconds).
1

The system has been published in [133].
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• We define new spatially local color and edge models within a graph-cut framework combined
with the global models in previous work.
• We extend the 2D alpha matting presented in [110] to the 3D spatio-temporal video object to
preserve both spatial and temporal smoothness of the alpha matte.
We also present a number of applications for video editing once the foreground is extracted. The
simplest of these is to place the foreground object on a new background. Once an object is extracted
it can be broken into sub-objected by iterating on the process. It is then a simple matter to recolor
each sub-object. We also have developed a Non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) system to stylize the
extracted video objects using a variety of cartoon styles. Finally we apply free-form deformation
to the 3D spatio-temporal object before reinserting it into a new (or the original) background to
exaggerate the motion. These applications will be described in detail in following chapters.

5.2 Related Work
The problem of extracting foreground objects from images and video has been studied extensively
over the last 20 years. We focus on several strands of previous work that are directly related to our
interactive video cutout system.

5.2.1

Segmentation-Based Cutout

The earliest image cutout techniques allowed users to segment the image by choosing pixels that
match a particular low-level image feature such as color. Photoshop’s magic wand [66] takes this
approach, letting users select pixels that match a range of colors. In these techniques the burden is
on the user to choose the proper feature parameters in order to extract the foreground object.
Recently, we have seen some successful segmentation-based image cutout systems. Intelligent
paint [107] first over-segments the image and then lets the user select the regions that form the foreground object. LazySnapping [83] and GrabCut [110] provide interactive graph-cut-based cutout
solutions. The Lazy Snapping system is a novel coarse-to-fine UI design for image cutout which
consists of two steps: a quick object marking step and a simple boundary editing step. The first
step, object marking, works at a coarse scale, which specifies the object of interest by a few paint
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Figure 5.1: (a): The user interface of the LazySnapping system [83]. (b). The user interface ofthe
GrabCut system [110].

strokes, as shown in Figure 5.1(a). The second step, boundary editing, works at a finer scale or
on the zoomed-in image, which allows the user to edit the object boundary by simply clicking and
dragging polygon vertices. This system inherits the advantages of region-based and boundary-based
methods in two steps. The first step is intuitive and quick for object context specification, while the
second step is easy and efficient for accurate boundary control. The GrabCut system first obtains
a “hard” segmentation using iterative graph cut. This is followed by a border matting algorithm in
which alpha values are computed in a narrow strip around the hard segmentation boundary. The
novelty of this approach lies first in the handling of segmentation, where two enhancements have
been made to the graph cuts mechanism: “iterative estimation” and “incomplete labelling” which
together allow a considerably reduced degree of user interaction for a given quality of result. This
allows GrabCut to put a light load on the user, whose interaction consists simply of dragging a rectangle around the desired object, as shown in Figure 5.1(b). Our work extends these techniques to
the more challenging problem of video cutout.
Levin et al. [80] present a simple optimization technique for softly segmenting black and white
video into regions of similar intensity for the purpose of colorization. Users set constraints on the
segmentation using a painting interface.
Mean-shift clustering has been successfully used in the context of image segmentation [29].
The basic computational module of this technique is an old pattern recognition procedure, the mean
shift. It proves for discrete data the convergence of a recursive mean shift procedure to the nearest
stationary point of the underlying density function and thus, its utility in detecting the modes of
the density. Image segmentation is described as an application of this technique. We extend this
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technique from images to video and present a hierarchical mean shift approach to find relatively
small video regions, and then use an interactive graph-cut optimization to extract the full foreground
object. Our approach is much faster, and more importantly, leaves the user in control since the mean
shift segmentation only provides efficiency, and does not constrain the final shape of the foreground
object.
The Video Paintbox system [26] applies mean-shift to each 2D frame individually and then runs
a heuristic matching algorithm based on color, area, overlap and shape to associate 2D regions across
adjacent frames. While we borrow the idea of applying mean-shift to 2D frames individually, we go
even further and apply mean-shift again to the 2D regions to produce 3D spatio-temporal regions.
The Video Paintbox is designed for transforming video into NPR renderings and requires far less
accuracy. We follow our initial segmentation with refinement and alpha matting to yield a more
precise cutout.

5.2.2

Boundary-Based Cutout

Another way to extract a foreground object is to wrap a curve around its boundary. However, precisely drawing this boundary curve by hand can be extremely difficult. Boundary tracing techniques
such as intelligent scissors [101], image snapping [83] jetstream [105] and Photoshop’s magnetic
lasso [66] use curve optimization methods to significantly reduce the accuracy required to trace
a boundary. As long as the the user draws near the boundary these techniques will continuously
optimize the curve and fit it precisely onto the boundary.
The process of tracking the boundary curve of an object through a video sequence is called
rotoscoping. User-guided rotoscoping techniques [54, 93] allow users to trace curves every few
frames and automatically interpolate between them. More recently Agarwala et al. [4] have combined an optimization technique [12] with user guidance to significantly reduce user effort. As
shown in Figure 5.2, in order to track contours in video in Agarwala’s system, the user specifies
curves in two or more frames and these curves are used as keyframes by a computer-vision-based
tracking algorithm. The user may interactively refine the curves and then restart the tracking algorithm. Combining computer vision with user interaction allows the system to track any sequence
with significantly less effort than interpolation-based systems. Their tracking algorithm is cast as a
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Figure 5.2: Agarwala’s rotoscoping system [4] tracks outlines in a video sequence using a keyframebased optimization algorithm. Images are from [4]

spacetime optimization problem that solves for time-varying curve shapes based on an input video
sequence and user-specified constraints. However, this technique requires that the video contain
strong edges between foreground and background and has difficulty with fast moving foreground
objects.
Several groups have attacked the problem of automatically finding object boundaries using advanced camera hardware. Zitnick et al. [144] use multi-camera video sequences to reconstruct 3D
information and then segment foreground objects aided by depth discontinuities. In this dissertation we focus on developing a software-only technique that can be applied to any video sequence
regardless of the hardware used to acquire it.

5.2.3

Video as 3D Object

The user interface we describe relies on the idea of treating video at a 3D volume of data. Kwatra
et al. [78] have applied graph-cut methods directly to a video volume for texture synthesis. Fels
et al. [43] and Klein et al. [75] present approaches for interactively viewing video in the form of
a 3D volume. The Proscenium [8] system uses the video cube paradigm for video editing. Users
can manipulate the cube by slicing it with a cutting plane, and distort or warp the video to facilitate alignment. We leverage the idea of manipulating the video cube and allow users to indicate
foreground objects by painting on arbitrary spatio-temporal surfaces in the video volume.
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Figure 5.3: The framework of the video cutout system.

5.3 The System Overview
Figure 5.3 shows the framework of the proposed system. We assume that the input video has been
stabilized either by using software stabilization tools [92], or by shooting the video with the aid of
a tripod.2 Our system processes the input video in three major stages: automatic preprocessing,
interactive segmentation and automatic postprocessing 3 .
Automatic Preprocessing. To ensure efficient updates during the interactive segmentation stage
we pre-compute a hierarchical decomposition of the input video using a new version of the meanshift clustering algorithm. We also compute neighborhood information between the clusters in the
decomposition and local statistics over the entire video sequence. We have worked mostly with clips
at 720x480 resolution and of 100 to 300 frames. The preprocess takes from 10 to 30 minutes.
Interactive Segmentation. In the interactive segmentation stage the user “paints” pixels to
indicate that they are foreground or background. A key feature of our system is that it allows users
to interactively rotate, slice and cutaway parts of the video volume to paint on pixels inside it. At any
point in the interaction, the user can run a graph-cut optimization over the entire video to compute
a segmentation based on the current set of painted hints. We have designed a new, efficient, version
2

If there was considerable camera translation that induces parallax the video cannot be stabilized via software techniques. In such a case we invoke a less robust optical flow method to serve a similar purpose as discussed later.
3

This system was built as a joint work of Pravin Bhat, Alex Colburn and myself. I contributed mostly to the automatic
preprocessing and post-processing steps. Pravin Bhat contributed mostly to the interactive segmentation step, and Alex
Colburn contributed mostly to the user interface.
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of the graph-cut algorithm that runs on the hierarchical representation created in our preprocessing
stage. After several seconds of computation the system presents a segmentation result and the user
can add more paint strokes as necessary to refine the segmentation.
Automatic Post-processing. The segmented video then passes through an automatic foreground
refinement and alpha matting step. The foreground boundary is first refined by a pixel-based graphcut optimization constrained to a narrow region around the course segmentation. Then a spatiotemporal coherent foreground matte is extracted, which allows the extracted foreground to be seamlessly composed onto other backgrounds or used for a variety of other applications.

5.4 Preprocessing
Even short video sequences contain a large number of pixels (e.g., 100M pixels in a 10 second
shot). The scale of the problem makes it computationally infeasible to run a segmentation algorithm
at the pixel level. Instead we have developed a hierarchical algorithm that works with a hierarchical
decomposition of the video volume. The goal of the preprocessing stage is to pre-segment the
video into the hierarchical decomposition and compute local statistics on it so that the interactive
segmentation stage runs efficiently.

5.4.1

Hierarchical Mean-Shift Segmentation

We use the mean-shift clustering algorithm [29] to build the hierarchical decomposition of the input
video. As a general nonparametric density gradient estimator, mean shift is an old pattern recognition procedure proposed by Fukunage and Hostetler [47]. The underlying theory is kernel density
estimation, also called the Parzen window technique, which is the most popular density estimation
method. Recently, mean shift based image and video segmentation has gained much attention due
to its promising performance.
The mean-shift algorithm clusters pixels that lie near one another in some feature space; typically the cross product of spatio-temporal position and color. However, the standard mean-shift
procedure applied directly to pixels can be extremely costly both in computation time and memory,
especially when the cluster regions are large.
To solve this problem, we have developed a new hierarchical mean-shift algorithm that first cre-
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of the hierarchical mean shift segmentation.

ates small 2D regions (on average 100 pixels in size) on each frame of the input video. The complete
collection of 2D regions, parameterized by their mean positions and colors, are then clustered into
3D spatio-temporal regions. On average, about 20 2D regions are merged into each 3D regions, thus
a typical 3D region contains about 2000 pixels.
This procedure generates a strict hierarchy of regions so that each pixel belongs to a single 2D
region and each 2D region belongs to a single 3D region. The exact coverage will ensure that each
pixel is given exactly one label in the interactive graph-cut optimization. Figure 5.4 visualizes the
structure of the hierarchy and also shows Pseudo-colored examples of 2D and 3D mean shift regions
on a video frame (the 3D example shows a slice through the 3D mean shift region at the frame time).
By constructing the hierarchy in this two-step manner we avoid the prohibitive expense of running mean-shift directly on all pixels of the video. In our system, each 720x480 frame segments in
approximately 2 seconds. The 3D clustering then operates on only about less than 1% of the number
of nodes as pixels and thus completes in only 5 seconds per frame or about 10-15 minutes on a 150
frame sequence.
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5.4.2

Neighbor Determination

In the preprocessing stage we also compute neighborhood relationships between all pairs of adjacent
regions in the mean-shift hierarchy. At the pixel level, we consider each pixel to have 26 links to its
neighbors, the 8 pixels surrounding it in its own frame, and the 9 adjacent neighbors in the frames
immediately preceding and following it. The neighboring pixel links are implicitly encoded by the
pixel ordering.
At higher levels in the hierarchy, we establish the neighborhood relationships between all 2D
and 3D mean shift regions. For each region we record pointers to all neighboring regions. We also
record number of pixels each region, and the number of pixel-to-pixel links between each pair of
neighboring clusters.

5.4.3

Local Statistics

As we will discuss in section 5.5.2, we have developed new local cost models for the graph-cut
process. To efficiently compute these local costs, we pre-compute statistics on pixel-spans and linkspans in the video (see Figure 5.5). A pixel-span is defined as the set of N pixels at some spatial
location (x, y) through time (where N is the number of frames). Similarly, a link-span is the set of
links that connect two adjacent pixel-spans. Note that the two pixel-spans may be the same, thus
such a link-span contains only the direct temporal links between pixels in a single pixel-span. We
collect the mean and variance of the gradients across each link in a link-span in each of the RGB
color channels. We also compute and store local link costs as will be described in section 5.5.2.

5.5 Interactive Segmentation

The interactive segmentation loops between two stages. In the first stage, the user provides some indications of what is foreground and what is background. Then, a graph-cut optimization is invoked.
The graph-cut takes about 10 seconds on a 720x480x200 pixel video. The user then examines the
solution and adds some more hints if needed, and repeats the process until satisfied.
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Figure 5.5: Left: all pixels in time at one spatial location are called a pixel-span. Right: all links in
time across one spatial location are called a link-span.

5.5.1

The User Interface

With 2D images all the data are visible on the image plane. Users can directly access each pixel
to indicate foreground and background. With 3D spatio-temporal video volumes, pixels in front
occlude those in back and therefore we must provide tools for interactively accessing pixels that lie
inside the volume.
As shown in Figure 5.6, our interface allows users to directly manipulate the video cube in a
variety of ways to access pixels anywhere in it. Our system treats the video volume as a 3D cube of
data where the X- and Y-axes represent the normal horizontal/vertical axes of a single frame, while
the Z-axis represents time. Users can rotate the cube to view it from any angle, cut through the
cube with cutting planes at any orientation and slice through parts of the cube by drawing arbitrary
surfaces through it. These manipulations make it very easy to mark foreground (red paint) and
background (blue paint) pixels within the volume using simple paint strokes as well as larger-scale
volume fill operations.
Figure 5.6(a) is a screenshot of our user interface showing a video sequence of a skateboarder in
the 3D video cube representation. The user has rotated the video cube representation with an arcball
interface and the viewing plane is oriented parallel to the standard XY-plane. The user can switch
to any orthogonal axis-aligned view, like the top-down view shown in Figure 5.6(b). In this case the
user is looking at an XZ-plane passing through the volume. Our system provides interactive scrolling
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Figure 5.6: The user interface.

controls for orthogonally sweeping these through any such cutting plane through the volume. We use
memory mapping to enable loading of very large videos that normally cannot fit in main memory.
With memory mapping these large videos can be rotated, sliced, and viewed in realtime.
Spatio-temporal cutting planes are very useful for seeing the motion of objects over the entire
video sequence in a single image. In Figure 5.6(b), the blue-gray C-shaped curve shows the motion
of the skateboarder over time. The user can see that the skateboarder never appears on the right
side of this view, and can confirm this hypothesis by scrolling the XZ-plane through the volume.
To mark the entire right side of the video volume as background the user simply draws a curve
(shown in green) across this XZ-plane. As shown in Figure 5.6(c), the system extrudes this curve
through the volume. The user then fills the large portion of the volume to the right of the surface
with background paint (the blue tint on XZ-plane indicates that it is marked as background). This
operation is equivalent to setting a tight bound on the right side of the skateboarder in every frame.
These large background regions are excluded from the graph-cut optimization to significantly speed
up the optimization.
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In Figure 5.6(d) we see an another extruded surface. This time the curve was drawn through
the skateboarder in the top-down view. As a result he is spread out over much of the surface.
By applying red, foreground paint over the skateboarder on this curved surface, the user quickly
indicates foreground pixels across many parts of the spatio-temporal volume. Cutting the volume
with such surfaces is especially useful for marking thin moving structures that may be difficult to
paint in a standard video frame. Moreover, because graph-cut optimization is designed to regularize
the shape of regions, such thin structures usually require more red foreground paint to be extracted
properly.
The user can invoke the graph-cut optimization at any time by clicking a button in the interface.
After several seconds of computation the resulting segmentation is shown with the foreground element tinted purple. Figure 5.6(e) shows an intermediate segmentation result for the skateboarder.
The user can scroll through the entire video to visually check how well the foreground object is
extracted, and add more paint as necessary. In this example, the user spots a hole at the edge of the
skateboarder’s shirt and adds red, foreground paint so that the graph-cut optimization will properly
include the entire shirt in the next iteration.

5.5.2

Graph Cut

A graph cut optimization algorithm [14] is invoked to assign each pixel in the video to be either
foreground (F) or background (B). To use graph-cut for video segmentation, we need to design two
aspects of the problem:
(1). The graph topology, defined by two elements: nodes and bidirectional links. Based on the
mean shift results, a node can be a pixel, a 2D spatial region on a frame or a 3D spatio-temporal
region. The full collection of nodes in the graph should exactly cover the original video with no
overlapping nodes. In other words, if a 3D (or 2D) region is selected for inclusion in the graph,
none of its children should be selected. Similarly if a pixel (or 2D) node is selected, none of its
ancestors should be included. Links are created between all pairs of “neighboring”nodes. Two
nodes are neighbors if any pixel in one node is adjacent to any pixel in the other.
(2). The global cost function over the graph to minimize. This consists of two types of costs,
data costs for assigning each node to either F or B, and link costs for each link. A link incurs a cost
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only if the nodes at each end of the link are assigned different labels. We will explore these costs in
some detail soon.
Given the graph topology and the data and links costs, the graph cut algorithm chooses a set of
labels (F or B) for each node that minimizes the total labelling cost on the whole graph. Once nodes
are labelled, the labels are propagated down to pixels for the final segmentation result.

Graph Topology
Figure 5.7 illustrates the hierarchy resulting from the mean shift pre-segmentation. All pixels are
initially unlabelled and are indicated as white in the diagram. As the user paints pixels as either
background (blue) or foreground (red) these labels are propagated up each tree structure. Nodes
above the pixel label can take on both labels if their children are marked with conflicting labels.
At each invocation of the graph cut procedure a new graph is built dynamically. Each tree
of nodes from the mean shift procedure is processed top down. When a node is found that has no
conflicting labels, it is added to the graph, and its children are not considered. Thus, only the highest
level nodes with a single color are added to the graph. These are shown with yellow rectangles in
Figure 5.7. The set of nodes thus marked are guaranteed to be a minimal set of consistently marked
nodes that exactly covers the video volume. For efficiency, higher level nodes fully painted as
background are simply removed from further consideration (the gray box in Figure 5.7).
All pairs of nodes in the graph are then tested to see if they are neighbors. If so, a link is added
to the graph connecting the pair. This completes the topological structure for the graph. In practice
almost all nodes are the top level 3D nodes. In rare instances they broken by the user’s actions when
adjacent foreground and background colors are very similar. This process assures that the user can
override any errors in the initial mean shift process.

Data and Link Costs
After the graph is constructed, the next step is to define a cost function E for the graph cut algorithm
to minimize. We introduce in our work, the notion of combining the global costs from previous
work with new local data and link costs within the graph cut framework. Figure 5.8 illustrates the
structures of the cost function.
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Figure 5.7: Our system dynamically builds graph on the video hierarchy for segmentation. (a) Nodes
that contain only red or blue paint are fully constrained. (b) Mixed nodes are left out of the graph
due to conflicting paint strokes in their children. (c) If an entire subtree is marked as background
(highlighted in gray) it is removed from further consideration. (d) The graph-cut algorithm must
assign a label to each white node in the graph. To apply graph-cut we construct a graph containing
the highest level nodes of a single color (highlighted in yellow).

At the highest level, the total cost is represented as a Gibbs energy
E(X, Z, Γ) =



D(xi , zi , γi ) + λ1

i



L(xi , xj , zi , zj )

(5.1)

neighbors(i,j)

Note: henceforth, for brevity, all the arguments will be left out unless they take on a specific value.
D is the data term which assigns a cost to label node i with label xi , color zi , and the user
assigned label (if any) γi . In our case xi equals either background, B, or foreground, F , and the
user labels are either foreground F (often shown as red) or background B (blue) or ∅ (white).
L assigns a cost to each link between neighboring nodes i and j. This cost is 0 if the labels
xi == xj . Otherwise, for the link cost is related to the color gradient, ∇, between nodes i and j.
Higher level nodes are composed of many individual pixels. The data and link costs between
nodes must represent the full cost of assigning a complete node to a particular label or the full link
of assigning two neighboring nodes to different labels. Thus, D(i) =


l∈(i,j) L(l).



p∈i D(p)

and L(i, j) =

In other words, the data costs are scaled by the volume of the node. The link costs are

the sum of individual link costs at the pixel level over all links between the nodes. These quantities
are computed and stored at preprocess time.
λ1 balances the data and link costs.
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Data Costs
As described in section 5.5.1 the user paints within the video volume to indicate specific pixels
are either foreground or background. These values are then propagated up the mean shift hierarchy
as shown in Figure 5.4. If a node i has been painted as background, B, or foreground, F, then
D(xi = B, zi , γi = B) = 0, D(xi = F, zi , γi = B) = ∞
D(xi = B, zi , γi = F) = ∞, D(xi = F, zi , γi = F) = 0
In other words, the user’s indications are guaranteed to be respected by the graph cut.
For the vast majority of nodes, there is no direct indication from the user. In this case, individual
data costs, DB and DF , are determined for assigning a node to background or foreground. These
are then balanced as in previous work
D(xi = B) =

DB
DB + DF

(5.2)

D(xi = F ) =

DF
DB + DF

(5.3)

As in [110] we use the pixels painted by the user to build two Gaussian mixture models (GMM),
one for the colors found in the background and the other for colors found in the foreground. Our
models use 5 Gaussians. A color of a node, zi , (the mean color in the case of a higher level node) is
tested against each GMM to return a likelihood of that color belonging to either the background or
foreground. The global data costs, DB,g and DF,g are taken as the complements of the likelihoods.
DB,g (xi = B) = 1 −

5


T Σ−1 (z −μ )/2)
i
k
k

wk e(−(zi −μk )

(5.4)

k=1

where the wk are the weights corresponding to the fraction of samples closest to the kth component
of the GMM, and μk and Σk are the mean color and covariance of the kth component of the GMM.
The same equation applies to the global foreground model, DF,g , except that the GMM is computed
from those samples indicated as foreground by the user.
Unlike previous work, we also include a local background color model in our data cost. If a
video was captured from a tripod, or has been stabilized, the background color will often vary little
from frame to frame at any specific location. We extract a static clean plate from the video by
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Figure 5.8: Left: graph-cut cost structure. The costs are described in Section5.5.2 with the symbols
in the left of each box. Right: Visualizations of the Costs: (a) Local Background Data Cost (DB,l ),
(b) Global Background Data Cost (DB,g ), (c) Global Foreground Data Cost (DF,g ), (d) Local Link
Cost (Ll ), (e) Global Link Cost (Lg ) Note: white represents low cost in (a)-(c) and high cost in (d)
and (e).

applying temporal filters [3] or using a simple median filter across all frames. However, for most
sequences, even after video stabilization, the background is not exactly stationary due to camera
shake, moving background objects, and camera noise. Therefore, we consider the pixels from the
static clean plate as well as pixels marked by the user as background to build an additional local
background color model. For a pixel, p, our local model is given by:
2

DB,l (xp = B) = 1 − e(−d(zp )/(2ηcp ))

(5.5)

where the distance function d(zp ) is taken as the minimum color difference between the pixel
color, zp , and the pixel in the clean plate or any pixel in its pixel span with user label B. The term
ηcp models noise and is set a priori. We have found that a value of 5 (in a 0-255 color space) to work
well in practice. Since our local background color model cannot be evaluated directly for higher
level nodes, we compute it as the sum over all child pixels. For efficiency we pre-compute the local
background term at each pixel after generating the static clean plate.
The final background data term is the linear combination,
DB (xi = B) = λ2 DB,l + (1 − λ2 )DB−g

(5.6)

where λ2 reflects the confidence in the local background model. It is set locally based on the number,
N, of B marked pixels in the span:
λ2 = e(−(N +1)·100/N umF rames)

(5.7)
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Link Costs
Link costs are non-zero only when the nodes across the link are set to opposite labels, B and F .
The link costs thus operate to try to keep the segmentation coherent across space and time.
Previous graph-cut based segmentation approaches make an a priori observation that the transitions between foreground and background will on average exhibit higher gradients than an average
gradient between any two pixels. Therefore, they assign a static exponential function based on the
color difference,, or gradient ∇, between the two nodes the link connects. We adopt this approach
for our global link cost
Lg = e(−∇

2 /(2η 2
link ))

(5.8)

where ηlink represents the variance of the gradients across all links in the video. In practice we set
it to 20.
In complex video sequences, both the foreground and the background may have complex patterns and strong edges which will encourage the segmentation to cut along edges inside the foreground object as well as within the background. We have developed a local link model to better
handle such cases. We utilize the mean μ∇ and variance σ∇ of the link gradients in each linkspan.
Our model is independent of the user’s input and is computed once at preprocess time. We encourage a link to be cut if it has both a higher than average gradient in its span, and is an unusual
occurrence in the span. Thus the local link cost is computed as

if

∇ij > μ∇ij
2 /2σ 2 )
∇ij

Ll (xi = xj ) = e((∇ij −μ∇ij )
else

(5.9)

1

The global and local link costs are also taken as a weighted average L(x1 = x2 ) = λ3 · Lg + (1 −
λ3 )Ll . In practice we set λ3 to 0.3.
Figure 5.8 also shows visualizations of the various costs on a frame of an elephant video. Note
how the local costs, (a) and (d) help to isolate the foreground and the best links across which to cut.
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Figure 5.9: (a) Initial segmentation result of a frame. (b) Applying pixel-based graph-cut segmentation with local color models in the boundary area. (c) Refined foreground boundary. (d) Final alpha
matting result.

5.6 Post-processing
The interactive segmentation process results in a coarse spatio-temporal foreground region. However, these regions are often noisy both spatially and temporally. An example is shown in figure 5.9(a). In an automatic post-process, we first refine the foreground boundaries and then determine a coherent spatio-temporal alpha matte.

5.6.1

Refinement Graph-cut

To refine the foreground boundary produced by the interactive segmentation we run a pixel-level
graph-cut optimization within a narrow band of the initial boundary. We first erode and dilate the
initial boundary by 3 pixels to remove small holes and thin, thread-like structures. We then build
a pixel-level graph containing all pixels within a narrow spatio-temporal band of the boundary, as
shown in Figure 5.9(b). The width of this boundary band is set to 10 pixels spatially and 1 frame
temporally.
We construct the graph by treating each pixel within the band as a node, and each node is
connected to its immediate spatial/temporal neighbors. If a pixel is on the inner boundary of the
band it is set to z = F , and likewise outer boundary pixels are set to z = B (shown as red and
blue pixels in figure 5.9(b)). Otherwise, we set the data cost of each unknown pixel based on
its foreground and background likelihoods computed locally, using the Bayesian image matting
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approach of Chuang et al. [23]. We sample the 16 closest known foreground pixels from a local
spatio-temporal neighborhood, and use these pixels to estimate a Gaussian foreground color model
to compute the foreground data cost. We do the same thing to estimate a background color model
and data cost for each pixel.
The link cost is set to a constant for all links in the graph. This encourages the graph-cut
optimization to cut through a small number of links to separate the unknown region into a foreground
subregion and a background subregion as shown in figure 5.9(c). We use the refined boundaries for
alpha matting.

5.6.2

3D Contour Mesh Construction

To extract a spatio-temporally coherent matte based on the refined boundaries, we first parameterize
the boundary and build a consistent 3D contour mesh across the entire video volume.
We begin by separately parameterizing the foreground boundary for each frame. The closed
boundary for frame t is parameterized into a set of contour points C(t) = c1t , ...cnt , where the
number of vertices n is fixed for all frames. For illustration, we assume here that the foreground
object is one connected component without holes.
Next, we build correspondences between contour points across adjacent frames using both shape
and local color information. For cit (the ith contour point on frame t) and cjt+1 , we compute a
correspondence cost as:

g(cit , cjt+1 ) = gs (cit , cjt+1 ) + w · gc (cit , cjt+1 )

(5.10)

where gs is the shape distance and gc is a local “color distance” between the two points. The
shape distance gs is computed as the magnitude of the difference of the shape context vectors [7] of
each point. If S(cit ) and S(cjt+1 ) are the shape context vectors for each point, then gs (cit , cjt+1 ) =
S(cit ) − S(cjt+1 ).
To increase the accuracy of the correspondence we also include a local color distance term gc
in the correspondence cost. Foreground colors can be expected to be more stable than background
colors in close proximity of the contour. For each contour point cit , we select the 16 nearest foreground pixels and compute their mean color M (cit ). The color distance gc (cit , cjt+1 ) is computed as
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M (cit ) − M (cjt+1 ). We normalize gs and gc to [0, 1] and set the weight w to be 4 to produce good
results.
We use dynamic programming to find the match that minimizes the total correspondence cost;
the point-wise correspondence cost summed over all contour points, on all frames. For later use, we
also record the frame-to-frame correspondence cost for each frame, G(t, t + 1), taken as the sum
over all frames of the matching contour point correspondence costs. We now have a consistent 3D
surface mesh over the foreground object.

5.6.3

Trimap Generation

We then generate a trimap for the foreground object for subsequent alpha matting. We once again
mark pixels within 10 pixels spatially and within 1 pixels temporally of the boundary between
foreground and background. Motion blur is automatically accounted for in this way. When the
foreground moves, it leaves behind (and ahead) a trail in the trimap. This implicitly creates wider
unknown regions in the trimap in locations where the motion is more intensive.

5.6.4

Spatio-Temporal Border Matting

Applying image matting techniques frame-by-frame will generate noisy results since the small errors
generated on each individual frame will be temporally incoherent and are more prone to appear as
artifacts to human eyes which are sensitive to temporal aliasing. We thus extend the border matting
approach introduced in the GrabCut system [110] to generate spatio-temporally smooth mattes.
Figure 5.10 illustrates the intuition behind our spatio-temporal border matting algorithm. See [110]
for details of the algorithm within a single frame. In the diagram the contours from the refinement
step are shown in black. Border matting defines an α profile along each normal to the contour. This
contour has α = 0 along the outside edge, and α = 1 along the inside edge and varies smoothly
in between as defined by an α profile function (see inset of Figure 5.10). The parameters of the α
profile are given by an offset  (the distance between the pink circles, c̃, from the contour points, c)
and a width σ (shown as the pink error bars). The pink dotted line passing through the c̃’s represents
where α takes on value 0.5.
The original border matting optimizes over the ’s and σ’s (equation (12) in [110]) to create
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Figure 5.10: Three corresponding portions of trimaps and contours at three successive frames, t − 1,
t, and t + 1.

an α matte that best explains each pixel’s color from nearby foreground and background pixels and
the local α value. At the same time, it tries to minimize the variation in the  values, and σ values
along the contour to maintain spatial coherence.
To achieve temporal smoothness as well we add a temporal term to equation (12) in [110] and
optimize over all contours at all times. Our temporal term is defined as:



w(t, t + 1)

t



  κ2 + λ(σ)2

(5.11)

i

i−1
i+1
i
− 2c̃it + c̃i+1
κ = (c̃i−1
t
t ) − (c̃t+1 − 2c̃t+1 + c̃t+1 )
i
σ = σti − σt+1

where κ is a shape term similar to that defined in the rotoscoping system [4]. It measures the
change in the curvature of the contour over time. The σ term is used to encourage σ to change
smoothly. λ is a weight which we set to 100.
w(t, t + 1) penalizes correspondence errors based on the correspondence cost, G(t, t + 1), we
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computed earlier (see section 5.6.2). w(t, t + 1) is defined as
w(t, t + 1) =

⎧
⎪
⎨

0 : G(t, t + 1) ≥ TG

⎪
⎩ 1 − G(t,t+1)
T
G

: G(t, t + 1) < TG

(5.12)

where TG is a predefined threshold. If the foreground object changes topology, the correspondence
cost will be high and the weight will decrease to zero. In this way we only apply temporal smoothness constraints within blocks of video frames where the foreground motion and appearance is
homogenous, and do not apply smoothness constraints across frames where frame correspondences
are erroneous or less reliable. The approach allows our system to produce good results even when
the video sequence contains intensive motions.
The optimization process extracts a smooth spatio-temporal matte from the input sequence. We
estimate foreground colors by using the “foreground pixel stealing” approach described in the GrabCut system to avoid color bleeding artifacts.

5.7 Failure Modes and Solutions
We have exercised our system on many difficult videos. The type of automation we describe is quite
powerful, but will fail in some cases. We describe next ways to call on earlier methods to extend
the use of the system to almost any video. The beauty of an interactive system such as the one
described, is that in the worst case, the user is still in control and given enough effort can direct the
system to a satisfactory answer.
Video will not stabilize - Optical Flow
If there is significant camera translation, then parallax will prevent a video from being stabilized.
In this case, an optical flow algorithm [10] will run which returns the apparent motion of each pixel
from one frame to the next. We then modify the original pixel lattice by connecting each pixel
through its flow vector to a new pixel in the next frame, as well as to all its immediate neighbors.
Then, the system runs as before except that the local data and link costs are not used. We show one
such result later.
Foreground is similar to background - Rotoscoping
The graph-cut based approach is efficient to segment sequences where the differences between
foreground colors and background colors can be captured by the color models. However, this will
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Figure 5.11: Left: initial segmentation result on one frame. Graph-cut segmentation alone cannot
robustly segment the girl’s shirt due to color ambiguity. Middle: the user segments the skin and hair
regions out, and adds a rotoscoping curve around the boundary. Right: the rotoscoping curve has
been robustly propagated to the 32nd frame and the green vertices have been optimized.

not be always true. An example is shown in figure 5.11(left), where the girl’s white shirt is ambiguous with the white wall in the color space. The pre-segmentation cannot preserve the accurate
boundary of her shirt, thus the user needs to draw a number of strokes along the boundary of shirts
to break segments into pixels, which makes the system less efficient.
In this case we can call on rotoscoping methods [4] constrained by our partial results. As shown
in figure 5.11(middle), we first treat the girl’s skin and hair regions as foreground and segment them
from the sequence using the graph-cut based system. Since the skin and hair colors are distinct from
those of other regions, they can be extracted out very efficiently with only a few strokes from the
user.
The user then indicates a rotoscoping curve around the body, including the shirt. Note that there
are two kinds of vertices on the rotoscoping curve. The red vertices are attached to the boundaries
of the pre-segmented regions. Based on correspondences across frames between the pre-segmented
regions, the red vertices are easily propagated across time without resorting to the optimization
process in the normal rotoscoping process. The green vertexs are “unknown” ones corresponding to
the shirt region, they are the only vertices we need to optimize.
To propagate the rotoscoping curve from frame t to frame t + 1, we first locate all the red
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vertexes by using the temporal correspondence of the pre-segmented regions. The green vertices
are initialized based on their relative positions to the red vertexes by only minimizing the shape
energy terms described in the rotoscoping process [4]. The green vertices are optimized to follow
strong edges while maintaining the constraints imposed by the red vertices at their ends. The green
vertexs are automatically initialized very close to their final locations, thus the optimization can be
performed more robustly, as shown in figure 5.11(right).
Foreground still to similar to background - Recurse
In the ballet sequence (see Figure 5.12) the shoe color matches the floor so well they were
very hard to segment. In this case one can first mark off all but the small portion of the video
containing the shoes. Operating on this subset of the video is more successful since the foreground
and background color models can much more tightly focus on the shoe and floor colors. Once done,
the shoes are accepted as foreground. The rest of the video is brought into consideration and the
remainder of the foreground object is segmented.
All else fails - Trust user
The beauty of an interactive system such as the one described, is that in the worst case, the user
is still in control. In some cases when the foreground includes very thin structures in which almost
every pixel is some combination of the foreground and background colors no system we know of
will work robustly. The tail of the elephant presented such a challenge and required a few thin
strokes on about every fifth frame to be included in the foreground object.

5.8 Results
We have run Interactive Video Cutout on a number of videos of between 100 and 200 frames in
length. Preprocess times to compute the mean shift hierarchy and neighborhood relationships took
approximately 30 minutes to an hour. Postprocess time including refinement graph cut and matting
took about 30 seconds per frame or about 1 to 2 hours per example.
User time depends on the complexity of the scene; more complexity, thin structures, and fast
motion may require more strokes. The user also has to wait for the graph-cut computation between
iterations. Due to the efficiencies from the hierarchical mean shift, our graph-cut computation took
only 7 to 15 seconds, and thus fit nicely within the interactive framework. As sessions progressed,
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Figure 5.12: Left: Original frame from four example video sequences. In order from top to bottom
the sequences are named Ballet, Skateboarder, Man in Cap and Stairs. Right: Three frames from
each sequence showing just the extracted foreground objects.

the graph-cut time increases slightly due to the increased number of samples used to compute the
color models.
The performance of our system on seven different video sequences is shown in Table 5.1.
The video, Amira (1) was reported to have taken about 40 minutes of rotoscoping in [4]. Because
of the strong edges and almost constant colors in this sequence, we were able to fully extract the
foreground by painting only a few strokes on a single frame of the video.
More challenging examples are shown in Figure 5.12. In the skateboarder example there are
many strong edges in the background which move slightly in the video despite its being captured
with a tripod. The foreground character moves very rapidly across the screen and back. Nevertheless, a successful matte is extracted with about 20 minutes of user time. The elephant seen in Figure
1 presented special difficulty due to the similarity of the elephant’s color with its background, and
the presence of the relatively thin trunk and tail structures. The high frequencies in the background
coupled with the uneven stabilization of the video also make this a challenging example. Approximately 40 minutes of user time was needed to extract the elephant. The ballet sequence presented
additional problems due to fast motion and the fact that the feet almost matched the floor color. We
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Figure 5.13: A novel video created by our system in which the skateboarder skates on the elephant
in front of the student center of the University of Washington.

Table 5.1: Video sequences and timings for each stage of the algorithm.
Sequence

Size

Preproc.

Graph-cut

Artist time

Postprocessing

Skateboarder

720 ∗ 480 ∗ 175

30 min

12.50 sec

20 min

40 min

Elephant

720 ∗ 480 ∗ 100

20 min

9.10 sec

40 min

30 min

Man in Cap

640 ∗ 480 ∗ 150

30 min

16.50 sec

20 min

35 min

Ballet

640 ∗ 480 ∗ 150

25 min

11.50 sec

50 min (twice)

30 min

Amira (1)

640 ∗ 480 ∗ 100

15 min

7.05 sec

2 min

50 mina

Amira (2)

640 ∗ 480 ∗ 80

12 min

5.00 sec

15 min

35 minb

stairs

720 ∗ 480 ∗ 100

20 min

8.50 sec

20 min

30 min

a

Interactive trimap generation, Bayesian matting

b

Bayesian matting

completed this sequence in two passes, extracting the feet first and then the rest of the dancer while
constraining the feet to be foreground. Each pass took about 50 minutes.
Once an alpha matted foreground object is extracted from a video, there are a number of possible
applications. The most straightforward application is to composite the extracted foreground onto
a new background video. Figure 5.13 shows an example of compositing a skateboarder and an
elephant onto a background video taken outside the library at the University of Washington.
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5.9 Discussion
We have demonstrated an interactive system for quickly extracting alpha matted foreground objects
from videos. We have also touched on a couple of applications for the extracted objects.
Although our system works well, as we mention, previous work also is helpful in special circumstances. No single solution is likely to work on all inputs. Thus an integrated set of tools will
someday need to be developed to fully exploit all the ideas that have been presented.
There are other problems as well we have not tackled. One may want to extract an object that
passes behind thin structures. In this case, one would need to extract these blocking objects and fill
in the occluded pixels with, for example, texture synthesis.
Despite the inherent difficulties of working with video, we believe our interactive video cutout
system demonstrates an example of how a well designed user interface and efficient algorithms
opens new possibilities for video editing.
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Chapter 6
APPLICATION: VIDEO TOONING

Once an alpha matted foreground object is extracted from a video, there are a number of possible
applications that can be applied on it. The most straightforward application is to compose the
extracted foreground to a new video sequence as we show in the previous chapter. In this chapter,
we will demonstrate a system that can abstract the extracted video objects into a variety of cartoon
styles 1 .

6.1 Introduction
Animated imagery brings life to the screen. The stylized abstraction of reality one sees in animation
adds an immediate impact that cannot be captured by simply pointing a video camera at a scene. But
such animation is both labor intensive and requires considerable artistic skill. We show that once
the video objects have been extracted by using the cutout system described in the previous chapter,
a set of new rendering techniques can be used to lower these barriers by allowing video objects to
be transformed into a cartoon-like style.
Stylized rendering of video, which we dub Video Tooning, is an active area of research in nonphotorealistic rendering (NPR). Our work was motivated in part by the still image stylization and
abstraction approach presented by DeCarlo and Santella [37]. Unfortunately, a direct frame-byframe application of this approach to stylize video results in a very incoherent temporal result. Our
goal then has been to produce temporally coherent stylization while also allowing a user significant
freedom in choosing the final look of the video.
Generally, there are three major criteria that a successful video tooning system should meet:

1. The result sequence should maintain spatio-temporal consistence to avoid significant jumps
in frame transitions;
1

This system has been published in [138]
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2. The content of the video should be abstracted in such a way as to respect the higher level
semantic representation.
3. The artist should be able to express control over the style of the result.
When NPR methods designed for static images are applied to video sequences on a frame-byframe basis, the results generally contain undesirable temporal aliasing artifacts. We overcome the
coherence problem by directly using the extracted spatio-temporal video objects, which create a
3D data volume and directly cluster the pixels in the three dimensional space (x,y,t). This avoids
many of the robustness problems of optical flow methods that track pixel or object movements only
between successive frames.
Cartoon animations are typically composed of large regions which are semantically meaningful
and highly abstracted by artists. A region may simply be constantly colored as in most cel animation
systems, or it may be rendered in some other consistent style. To achieve similar results, we further
allow the user to decompose the extracted video objects into semantic regions by iteratively using
the video cutout system.
Semantic 3D regions are further processed into polyhedral surface representations and smoothed.
From these, we create a set of edge sheets from portions of surfaces. The user is able to add strokes
within regions on keyframes. These are also propagated through time guided by the semantic regions. These result in smooth “stroke sheets” within the solid regions.
At this point, the video is represented as a set of 3D polyhedral semantic regions, 2D edge sheets
along the surface of the regions and stroke sheets within the regions. These primitives, when sliced
at a frame time yield solid areas and curves along their edges and within the interior. We present a
variety of rendering options for these primitives to construct a frame of the stylized video.
• Iteratively use the video cutout system to decompose video objects into large semantic regions;
• Reconstruct and smooth the surfaces of semantic regions and determine corresponding edge
and stroke sheets;
• At each frame time slice regions and sheets to yield area and curve primitives;
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• Render these primitives in the desired style to create the final stylized video frame and output.

6.2 Related Work
We are not the first to present methods to stylize video. Some approaches apply NPR rendering
methods frame-by-frame. Recent films such as A Waking Life and Avenue Amy were painstakingly
modified one frame at a time. Although the stylized look of this work has some appeal, the jitter
produced by the frame-by-frame method may or may not have been the goal of the artists. In any
case, the tedious workload made these productions very expensive to complete.
In 1997, Litwinowicz [87] proposed an automatic approach to produce painterly animations
from video clips. Optical flow fields were used to push brush strokes from frame to frame in the
direction of pixel movements. Hertzmann et al. [59] modified each successive frame of the video
by first warping the previous frame to account for optical flow changes and then painting over
areas of the new frame that differ significantly from its predecessor. This was extended in [58]
by guiding paint strokes with a general energy term consisting of both pixel color differences and
optical flow. Since the energy function defined in this approach is difficult to optimize, they use a
relaxation algorithm combined with search heuristics. This formulation allows the user to specify
painting style by varying the relative weights of energy terms. The basic energy function yields
an economical style that conveys an image with few strokes. The system also allows as fine user
control as desired: the user may interactively change the painting style, specify variations of style
over an image, and/or add specific strokes to the painting.
One can also view part of our work as extending the in-betweening problem in keyframe animation. A good recent addition to this problem for NPR is the work by Kort [77]. The SnakeToonz
system [1] is an interactive system that allows children and others untrained in cel animation to
create two-dimensional cartoons from video streams and images. After recording video material
the user sketches contours directly onto the first frame of video. These sketches initialize a set of
spline-based active contours which are relaxed to best fit the image and other aesthetic constraints.
Small gaps are closed, and the user can choose colors for the cartoon. The system then uses motion
estimation techniques to track these contours through the image sequence. The user remains in the
process to edit the cartoon as it progresses. Although the goals of this work are similar to ours, our
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methods work in more unconstrained environments and provide more stylistic choices to the user
through the use of edge and stroke sheets.
Some recent video processing techniques treat video as a space-time volume of image data. In
the Stylized Video Cubes approach [75], a set of “rendering solids” were created in the volume as
a function defined over an interval of time; when evaluated at a particular time within that interval,
each rendering solid provided parameters necessary for rendering an NPR primitive. Although this
system resulted in interesting abstractions of the underlying video, it had no facilities to respect
larger semantic regions as they evolve through time.
DeCarlo and Santella’s paper on Stylization and Abstraction of Photographs [37] employs a
mean shift segmentation to cluster pixels. In their system, images were transformed into a style
using a combination of line-drawing and filling large regions with constant color. For abstraction, the
system used eye-tracking data to determine where to remove extraneous details and to highlighting
important objects. We achieve a similar goal on video sequence.

6.3 3D Surface Construction : Why?
Given the pixelized representation of the semantic regions produced by the interactive cutout system
presented in the previous section, we then convert them to 3D polyhedral surfaces as the first step of
the Tooning process. The new representation serves two purposes: we can smooth the reconstructed
surfaces further using traditional object smoothing operations. In addition, surface reconstruction
makes the computation of edge sheets possible, which are used to render temporally coherent strokes
in the stylized results. We also show the use of stroke sheets within regions to allow modification of
the region interiors.
A side benefit of the continuous representation, which we do not explore here, is that the resulting shapes are now resolution independent in both space and time. Thus, final rendering can be
performed at any spatial or temporal resolution and compression/transmission methods no longer
need to deal with discrete frame times.
In addition to the surface geometry, each semantic region is annotated with a color, and an edge
importance, Is . The latter value is set between, 1 - always draw an edge around this region, and 0 do not contribute to the likelihood of drawing an edge. The edge importance of the background is
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Figure 6.1: A smoothed semantic region sliced at time t.

set to 0.

6.4 Semantic Region Surface Construction
We use the marching cubes algorithm [91] to convert the pixelized data into surface data resulting in
polygonal surfaces separating the semantic regions. Our goal is then to smooth the region volumes
without introducing any gaps in the video volume. Gaps are avoided by having regions share the
set of vertices forming their separating walls. One smoothing step moves each vertex to a weighted
average of itself and 0.25 times the mean position of its connected neighbors. The smoothed regions
can easily be rendered as solid colored polygons at any time t by intersecting them with a plane
perpendicular to the time axis (Figure 6.1).

6.5 Edge Sheets
We also want to add solid strokes to the final rendering much like inked lines in a drawing. Selecting
lines and their location on a frame-by-frame basis causes a lack of temporal coherence. To avoid
this, we construct a set of smooth two dimensional sheets, or edge sheets embedded in the 3D video
volume. We slice these sheets at each frame time to extract a curved line for rendering.
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6.5.1

Edge Sheet Construction

Edge sheets are derived from the surface representations of the 3D semantic regions. Each pair
of adjacent regions will share one or more sections of their surfaces. Sets of contiguous shared
triangles between each pair of regions are copied into their own vertex/edge data structure. This
forms two dimensional edge sheets embedded in the 3D video volume. Small sheets containing less
than a user set number of triangles are discarded.
The remaining polygonal sheets are smoothed in two ways: 1) The boundaries are low pass
filtered to avoid jagged edges that could cause temporal artifacts, and 2) internal vertex positions are
averaged with their adjacent vertices to provide geometric smoothness.
An edge importance value denoted as Ie for each sheet is set to either the max or the difference
of the two region importance values, Ir , of the semantic regions it separates. Ie is compared to a
user set threshold between 0 and 1 to decide if the sheet should be used to generate edge strokes at
rendering time.

6.5.2

Rendering Edge Sheets

Edge sheets are two dimensional sheets embedded in the 3D video volume. When sliced by a plane
at a particular frame time, the edge sheets produce smooth curves that approximately follow the
surfaces of the regions. The smoothing step may pull some edges slightly away from the exact
boundary between colored regions but this provides a good balance between stroke smoothness and
region shape. Figures 6.2 show examples of the inclusion of edge sheets.
Rendering a sheet at some time t involves first intersecting the sheet with a plane at time t to
produce a curve. The curve can then be drawn with a number of styles. In [37], the overall thickness
was set simply by the length of the stroke in the 2D frame and had a profile that tapered it at its
ends. We begin in a similar way by defining a basic style for the line that defines its profile along
its length in the spatial domain parameterized by arc length. Many drawing and sketching systems
provide such a choice, such as [64].
In our case, we have the added information provided by the edge sheet as a whole that we can
leverage to modify the stroke color and thickness or other properties. In addition to an edge’s length
in a particular frame, the edge also has a limited duration in time. We will use the current time t
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Figure 6.2: Left: Variables to determine edge thickness. Right: rendering results with solid regions
with no edges; edges modulated by thickness; edges modulated by an implied lighting direction and
thickness modified by motion.

relative to the beginning, ts , and end, te of an edge sheet’s existence to modify the edge thickness.
More specifically, as (t − ts )/(te − ts ) varies from 0 to 1, the thickness will grow to a maximum at
0.5 while being thinner at the beginning and end of its lifetime.
At each vertex, the sheet also has an implied normal, N = (Nx , Ny , Nt ), taken as the average
of the normals of adjacent triangles. The direction of the normal is taken to point outwards from the
region with the higher Ir .
Nt indicates the rate of an edges’s motion across the frame. In particular, a positive value of Nt
indicates a trailing edge that we will thicken during rendering, and a negative Nt indicates a leading
edge that is thinned.
The sum effect on thickness of a point on an edge based on its position along its arclength, the
frame time relative to its lifetime, and the edges motion is summarized as

T hickness = Tbase ∗ Tarc ∗ Ttime ∗ Tmotion

(6.1)

Tbase is set by the user and represents the thickness of the center of a still edge at the middle of
its existence in time. The other terms vary as shown in Figure 6.2. The formulas of these terms are
given below. As the graphs imply strokes thin at their ends both in space and time.

Tarc = 1 − 3.2 · (s − 0.5)2 , s ∈ [0, 1]

(6.2)
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Ttime = 1 − 2 · (s − 0.5)2 , s ∈ [0, 1]
Tmotion =

⎧
⎪
⎪
−0.5
⎪
⎪
⎨

0.5 + sin(Nt · 5π
2 )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ 1.5

(6.3)

: −1 ≤ Nt < −0.2
: −0.2 ≤ Nt < 0.2

(6.4)

: 0.2 ≤ Nt ≤ 1

Finally, the spatial components of the normal (Nx , Ny ) can be used to shade the edge based on
a dot product with a virtual light direction given by the user. We’ll denote this dot product Dl . For
example, we may wish to make edges facing the upper right brighter and those facing down and to
the left darker. An example can be seen in Figure 6.2 (right).
For those who prefer to visualize the edge sheet as whole, one can imagine a curved sheet that
is thin along all its edges. It is thickest in the center both along its spatial and temporal extent. It
also tends to be thicker in portions that face along the time axis as opposed to facing backwards in
time. Finally, the whole sheet is lit from an infinite point source in some (x, y, 0) direction.

6.6 Filling the Region Interiors
In addition to drawing edges, we also fill the interiors of slices of the regions. There are three ways
the interiors can get filled; by direct pixel coloring, dividing the regions into subregions and then
coloring, or by filling the regions with paint-like strokes. In fact, all three can be combined through
standard compositing if desired.

6.6.1

Stroke Sheets

Our system also allows the user to lay down paint strokes within regions at keyframes (see Figure 6.3) and have them automatically interpolated to create temporally coherent motion of the
strokes. In much the same way that the edge sheets are created, we create 2D stroke sheets that
are embedded fully within a semantic region. A user draws strokes within semantic regions on a
keyframe, defining the stroke skeleton, color, and style [64]. On subsequent keyframes intersecting
the same semantic region, the user must draw the new skeletons of each stroke.
Between keyframes, k1 and k2 , strokes are flowed forward in time from k1 and backward in
time from k2 . Figure 6.3 illustrates how to flow the corresponding positions of a stroke in frames
following k1 . We only consider one point Cp on the stroke (each stroke is sampled into 15 points
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Figure 6.3: Left: User adding a paint stroke at a keyframe and the resulting strokes in a frame of
final animation. Right: Illustration of ”pushing” a within-region stroke from one frame to the next,
as shown in (a) and (b).

along its length in our system). From the previously described semantic region interpolation, we
have N sample points along the boundary of the semantic region in which the stroke lies, denoted
as Pi (t), i = 1, ..., N . By computing the distances di between Cp and the Pi (t), we get a vector of
weights < wi = (1 − di /dmax )2 + 0.01 >, which describes the relative position of Cp within the
region.2
On the next frame, we examine the corresponding points along the boundary, Pi (t + 1), i =
1, ..., N . We then compute the new location of each point Pi (t + 1) as a weighted average of these
points using < wi > as the weights. Each control point along the stroke is processed in the same
way.
In the same way the strokes are flowed backwards from k2 . The final position is a linearly
weighted average of the forward and backward flow, with the first weight dropping from 1 to 0 as
time goes from k1 to k2 and from 0 to 1 for the reverse.
The interpolation of the strokes creates a two dimensional stroke sheet lying within the semantic
region (although the final rendering of the strokes may overlap region boundaries). These sheets are
sliced at a time t to provide a skeleton for a stroke to be rendered.

2

Although this formula does not have all the niceties of barycentric coordinates it has performed well. We do not
know of a general barycentric-like formula for irregular non-convex polygons. A good choice for convex polygons
is [98].
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Figure 6.4: Construction of the final frame. From left to right: original frame, regions as solid
shapes, head rendered with segmentation result, edges on all region boundaries, edges only at important boundaries based on edge importance for each region, final frame that now includes subregions
within the shirt to show shadowing.

6.6.2

Subregions

In some cases we have found it useful to allow the user to define their own subregions. The same interface used to define the semantic regions is used to allow the user to draw subregions on keyframes,
with the only exception being that the result is constrained to lie fully within a specified semantic
region. This allows a second color region within a larger region in the final rendering. This was
used for the shadowing within the shirt seen in Figure 6.4.

6.6.3

The Background

The background is defined as a single semantic region including all portions of the video lying
outside the user defined semantic regions. The background can be filled just like any other semantic
region.
In our examples, the camera was still and the foreground objects (people) moved across the field
of view. In these cases it is quite easy to extract a constant background frame with a median filter of
each pixel through time. This can then be rendered as is or modified with a paint program or simply
replaced. The foreground regions are then rendered over this background. A number of different
background styles can be seen in our examples.
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6.7 Discussion
We have presented a system for interactively transforming video to a cartoon-like style. Our system
solves the main challenge of providing temporal stability by leveraging the spatio-temporal video
objects generated by the video cutout system. We have shown how the cutout results together with
the artist’s input can provide a variety of non-photorealistic styles.
As future work, there are many more stylistic choices to explore for rendering the solid regions,
edges, and paint strokes. We also hope to explore the use of layers as were exploited in the movie
Waking Life particularly if the source video is derived from hand held cameras and thus subtle
parallax issues are present. There are also many enhancements to the user interface that should be
added.
One interesting future direction to explore is vectorized encoding of the result. The monkey bars
video contains about 120,000 3D vertices vs. approximately 120 million pixels in the original video,
a ratio of 1:1000. We also expect to be able to leverage mesh simplification methods to further lower
this ratio. There is clearly a lot of coherence to leverage for compression, and there is also the added
benefit of resolution independent encoding.
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Chapter 7
APPLICATION: MOTION MODULATION

The video tooning system we presented in the prevoius section can stylize the appearance of
video objects. In this chapter, we demonstrate a simple yet general cartoon animation filter that can
modulate and bring life to the motion of the extracted video objects as well. We will first introduce
the filter in detail, then describe how to apply it to the specific target of video objects1 .

7.1 Introduction
Cartoon animation is the art of manipulating motion to emphasize the primary actions while minimizing irrelevant movements. Expert animators carefully guide the viewers’ perceptions of the
motion in a scene and literally bring it to life. Some of the principles of cartoon animation are well
known. As outlined in Thomas and Johnston’s ”Disney Animation - The Illusion of Life” [70] and
repeated by Lasseter [79], good animators add features not seen in the real world, including anticipation and follow-through to the motion with related squash and stretch to the geometry. Yet, most of
us do not possess the time and skills necessary to keyframe such effective animated motion by hand.
Instead we rely on recording devices such as video cameras or motion capture (MoCap) systems
to faithfully record realistic motion. However such realistic motion often appears disappointingly
wooden and dead in comparison to good cartoon animation.
To modulate the realistic motion presented in the extracted video objects, we present a simple
yet general cartoon animation filter that can add both anticipation/follow-through, and squash and
stretch, to it. Mathematically, the filter can be described as:
x∗ (t) = x(t) − x (t)

(7.1)

where x(t) is the motion signal to be filtered, and x (t) is a smoothed (and possibly time shifted)
version of the second derivative with respect to time of X(t). An equivalent way to describe the
1

This work has been published in [137]
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filter is as a convolution of the motion signal with an inverted Laplacian of a Gaussian (LoG) filter,
sometimes known as an unsharp filter2 .
x∗ (t) = x(t) + x(t) ⊗ −LoG

(7.2)

The linear nature of the filter provides simplicity and speed, and should not be expected to do all
one may desire from a general motion editor. Instead, it provides a tool that can be coded in an
afternoon and then applied to a broad class of existing motion signals.
Although the idea of enhancing animation by linearly filtering the motion signals [129, 15]
is not in itself new, our work extends these previous techniques and makes the following novel
contributions:
Unified Approach:

We use the same filter to produce anticipation, follow-through and squash and

stretch. Anticipation and follow-through are a natural byproduct of the negative lobes in the LoG
filter. Applying differing time shifts to the filter at the boundaries of objects generates squash and
stretch.
Simple User Interface:

We automatically generate good default values for almost all of the pa-

rameters of our filter, leaving the user to specify only the overall strength of the exaggeration. Although the default parameters cannot always produce the kind of motion a skilled animator would
create, our approach allows novice users to easily enhance and enliven existing motions.
7.1.1

Related Work

While the importance of cartoon style exaggeration is well recognized, none of the previous techniques combine a single unified approach with a simple one parameter user interface. For example,
simulation, both physically-based [41] and stylized [19, 65], and surface deformation [141] are
common techniques for generating squash and stretch. These do not handle anticipation and followthrough, force users to set many parameters and are complicated to implement. Moreover these
techniques require an underlying 2D or 3D model and therefore cannot be directly applied to some
types of motion signals including video.
2

The unsharp filter is often defined as the difference of Gaussians, or DoG filter, which is similar is shape and effect
to the LoG.
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Motion signal processing is another approach for exaggerating motion, that applies signal processing techniques to motion curves. Our methods lie in this class of techniques. Unuma et al. [129]
introduced the approach in 1995 and used it to interpolate and extrapolate between Mocap walking
sequences (e.g. brisk, tired, fast, ...) in the frequency domain. As a result the control over motion
exaggertation is very indirect. Bruderlin and Williams [15] also process MoCap data in the frequency domain. Adopting the user interface of a graphic equalizer they provide slider controls over
gains of frequency bands for joint angles. While they demonstrate that carefully adjusting particular
frequency bands can generate anticipation and follow-through, the controls are extremely low level
and un-intuitive. Users must mentally map controls over frequency bands into effects in the time
domain. They also limit their techniques to MoCap data only, do not address squash and stretch
effects.
Collomosse’s VideoPaintbox [27] includes a combination of techniques for genereating cartoon
style animation from video. After segmenting the video into individual objects, a complex casebased algorithm with several (4 to 6) user set parameters is used to modify the motion curves and
generate anticipation and follow-through. A completely separate deformation-based approach is
used to squash and stretch the objects. While the VideoPaintbox can generate nicely stylized motions, the complexity of both the implementation and interface make it less suitable for quickly
enhancing motion signals.

7.2 The Cartoon Animation Filter
7.2.1

The Filter

The animation filter as defined in the introduction subtracts a smoothed (and potentially time shifted)
version of the motion signal’s second derivative back into the original motion. More specifically,
the second derivative of the motion can be convolved with a Gaussian and then subtracted from the
original motion signal.
2 ))

x (t) = x (t) ⊗ Ae(−(((t/σ)±Δt)

(7.3)

where x (t) is the second derivative at time of x(t), the amplitude, A, controls the strength of the
filter. A second parameter, σ controls the Gaussian variance, or width, of the smoothing kernel. As
we will show, the time shift, Δt, can be used to create stretch and squash effects by applying the
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Figure 7.1: The profile of the anticipation filter.

filter shifted forward in time for the leading edge of the acceleration and shifted backward in time
for the trailing edge.
More compactly, since convolving the second derivative with a Gaussian is equivalent to convolving the original signal with the second derivative (Laplacian) of the Gaussian, LoG, we implement the filter as such. The inverted LoG filter, is similar to the unsharp filter in the image domain.
As with any sharpening filter, it produces a ringing which is often considered an undesirable artifact
in images. In our case, the same ringing produces a desired anticipation and follow-through effect.
Figure 7.2 shows an example of applying the filter to a simple translational motion. In this
example a ball stands still, then moves with constant speed to the right, then stops. By applying the
cartoon animation filter with no time shift to the centroid of the ball, we add anticipation and followthrough to the motion (i.e., it will move slightly to the left of the starting location before going right,
and will overshoot the stop point). These effects are due to the negative lobes on the inverted LoG
filter that precede and follow the main positive lobe in the center of the filter (see Figure 7.1).
In principle an expert user could manually set any of the parameters (A, σ, Δt) of the filter. We
have developed automated algorithms for setting σ and Δt so that novice users can simply specify
the strength of the filter A.
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Figure 7.2: (a). A simple 1D translation motion on a ball. (b). Filtered motion on the centroid of
the ball, the filter adds anticipation and follow-through effects to the motion. (c). By applying the
filter on the outline vertices, the ball exhibits the deformation effect.

7.2.2

Choosing the Filter Width

The width of the filter is defined by the standard deviation, σ, of the Gaussian. Intuitively, we would
like the dominant visual frequency, ω∗ , of the motion to guide the frequency response of the filter.
As the frequency changes, we would like the filter width to change as well. To do this we use a
moving window over 32 frames centered at t and take the Fourier transform of the motion in the
window. We then multiply the frequency spectrum by the frequency and select the maximum as the
dominant visual frequency, ω∗ .
ω ∗ (t) = maxω |X(ω)|ω

(7.4)

Or equivalently, we can take the maximum of the Fourier transform of the velocity x (t).
ω ∗ (t) = maxω |F(x (t))|

(7.5)

Equation 7.5 expresses the fact that we are concerned with the dominant frequency in the velocity
changes. The width of the LoG filter thus varies over time and is defined by σ(t) = 2π/ω∗ (t).
Figure 7.3 illustrates how the dynamically modified σ is able to exaggerate all parts of the motion
in a uniform way. The blue curve shows the Z-component of hip motion of a “golfswing” MoCap
sequence. As we can see the dominant frequency of the motion dynamically changes overtime.
A fixed width LoG filter (the green curve) exaggerates the latter part of the motion but fails to
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Figure 7.3: By dynamically adapting σ the animation filter is able to exaggerate all parts of the
motion.

consistently modify the earlier portion. By dynamically setting σ our filter exaggerates the motion
throughout the animation.

7.2.3

Squash and Stretch

Deformation is another important effect in animation to emphasize or exaggerate the motion. Squash
and stretch is achieved by slightly time shifting the same LoG differentially for the boundary points
of the object.
We use the ball shown in Figure 7.2 to illustrate the idea, and the same approach can be applied
to more complicated shapes. Instead of representing the object using its centroid, we represent it
by a set of vertices along its outline, as shown in Figure 7.2c. For a vertex p, we calculate the dot
product of a vector from the centroid to the vertex, Bp , normalized by the maximum length vector,
˜
and the acceleration direction as sp = Bp · |x |, and time shift the LoG filter based on sp as
LoGp (t) = LoG(t − Δt)

(7.6)
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where
Δt = sp · σ(t)

(7.7)

˜
Bp = Bp /maxp B

(7.8)

When sp > 0 (the red vertex in 7.2c), the vertex is on the leading edge of the acceleration will
anticipate the upcoming acceleration. On the contrary, if sp < 0 (the purple vertex in 7.2c), the
vertex is on the trailing edge of the acceleration, and thus it will be affected later. Since we add time
shifts differentially to each vertex, the object will deform, as shown in Figure 7.2c.
7.2.4

Area Preservation

At each point in time, the difference in the deformation between the leading and trailing vertices will
create a stretch or squash effect along the line of acceleration. To approximately preserve area we
scale the object in the direction perpendicular to the acceleration inversely to the squash or stretch.

7.3 Filtering Video Objects
We first extract video objects using the interactive video cutout system. Once we segment out the
object region on each frame t, we parameterize the outline into a polygon St and use the set of
polygons as the representation of the motion, as shown in Figure 7.4.
We then apply our filter to the polygons. The ideal way to do this is to build correspondence
between polygons in adjacent frames, and for each vertex calculate and filter its motion trajectory
across time. However, this approach is impractical since calculating correspondence across frames
is erroneous, especially when the video object changes its topology. Applying the filter on inaccurate
registration results will cause unacceptable distortion of the object.
In our work we apply the filter to the video object in a more robust and reliable way. On each
frame we compute the centroid of the outline polygon Ct as the mass of the object, and apply the
filter to the single motion trajectory Ct , t = 1, ..., T to get the deformed trajectory Ĉt . We calculate
a mass shift Δt at each frame as Ĉt − Ct . We then deform the outline St based on the mass shift.
Maintaining constraints.

This simple application of the animation equation will often result in

deviations from sematic constraints. For example, the skateboarder may no longer be standing on the
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Figure 7.4: Illustration of deforming video objects. (a) Extracted object. (b) Parameterized object
mesh. (c) Deformed object mesh. (d) Deformed object by texture mapping.

skateboard. To maintain constraints, we specify that the vertices on the bottom of the feet must retain
their original paths. For each constrained vertex, the difference between the constrained position and
the position after filtering is spread to the other vertices with weights inversely proportional to the
distance from the constrained vertex.
Texturing deformed objects.

To texture a deformed video object, we first triangulate the original

outline to create a 2D object mesh [116]. For each vertex inside the object, we compute a mean
value coordinate [45] based on its relative location to the vertices on the outline. Once the outline is
deformed, we use the calculated mean value coordinates to re-locate each vertex inside the object,
resulting in a deformed object mesh (Figure 7.4d). We then perform linear texture mapping to create
a deformed object based on the deformed mesh.
The filter stretches the skateboarder when he jumps onto the chair, and squashes him when he
lands on the ground. These squash and stretch effects significantly exaggerate the motion and make
it more alive. Figure 7.5 shows two other examples.

7.4 Discussion
We have demonstrated a simple, one parameter filter that can simultaneously add exaggeration,
anticipation, follow-through, and squash and stretch to video objects. We have tried to maintain a
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Figure 7.5: Applying the filter to the monkeybar (left) and stairs (right) sequence. Top: original
frames. Bottom: corresponding frames with filtered motion.

balance between simplicity and control that favored simplicity. Thus, the application of the cartoon
animation filter probably is not satisfactory for hand crafted off-line animation systems although it
may be useful for previews.
How to efficiently add constraints to the video objects remains to be a difficult problem. In
our examples the video sequences are captured by static cameras thus the backgrounds are still,
which makes the job of manually specifying constraints easier. For sequences involving dynamic
backgrounds, an intelligent user interface needs to be designed for efficiently specifying constraints.
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Chapter 8
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this thesis, we have presented a set of novel algorithms to solve the basic matting equation
(1.1), both on images and video. Combining these algorithms with novel user interfaces, we have
developed interactive systems for efficiently extracting foreground objects from images and video,
which have been demonstrated to be much more practical and efficient compared with previous approaches. We have also demonstrated techniques to apply a variety of applications on the extracted
video objects, mainly for rendering purposes. In this chapter, we review our technical contributions
and suggest areas for future work.

8.1 Conclusion
8.1.1

Foreground Extraction from Images

Image matting has been known to be an ill-posed problem. In Chapter 2, we first analyze the
weakness and failure modes of previous approaches, especially the “sampling trap”, i.e. using
naive color sampling methods to estimate foreground and background colors for unknown pixels,
or using propagation-based methods to avoid color sampling under weak assumptions on image
statistics. We argue both methods are not enough to generate good results for complex images. We
propose a new Robust Matting algorithm to try to explicitly avoid this problem. In our approach we
also sample foreground and background colors for unknown pixels, but more importantly, analyze
the validity of these samples. Only good samples are chosen to contribute to the data term of the
matting energy function. The energy function we define also contains a neighborhood term to ensure
the smoothness of the matte. To justify this approach, we present an extensive and quantitative
comparison between this algorithm and a number of previous approaches, leading to a benchmark
for future matting research.
Although the Robust Matting algorithm generates higher quality results than previous matting
approaches, it still works in an offline fashion. In the offline setting the user is required to first
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specify a trimap, then invoke the algorithm to compute a matte. If the initial matte is not satisfactory,
the user then needs to refine the trimap and run the matting algorithm again. This process is very
inefficient for the user since the wait time in each iteration is usually long. To solve this problem
we develop a Soft Scissors system in Chapter 3, the first interactive tool for extracting high quality
matte in an online setting. This system is built upon the Robust Matting algorithm, thus has the
capability of extracting accurate mattes for complex images. More importantly, the system is able
to incrementally update the matte given newly added user input so that the matte can be estimated
instantly when the user is roughly specifying the foreground edge. The foreground colors of real
mixed pixels are also computed in realtime so the final composite can be interactively revealed along
with the matte. We also design an intelligent user interface where the width and boundary conditions
of the scissoring stroke can be automatically adjusted to fit the fuzzyness of the foreground boundary
ahead of the current mouse position. We show that the Soft Scissors noticeably outperforms previous
matting approaches both in quality and in efficiency, which makes it a practical tool for image
matting and compositing.

The Robust Matting algorithm and the Soft Scissors system, along with previous matting approaches, try to estimate the alpha matte from a single input image. Once the matte for the foreground object is extracted, it then be used to re-composite the foreground object onto a new background. In this process matting and compositing are treated as independent processes. We propose a
new matting algorithm in Chapter 4 called Compositional Matting, which combines these two steps
together into a single optimization process, in order to produce more natural composites with less
user input for complex images. In the compositional matting setting we treat both the original image
and the new background image as input, and directly solve for the final composite. The key idea
behind this approach is that if the new background is very similar to the old background, estimating
an accurate alpha matte is unnecessary and often introduces additional visual artifacts. Instead, a
smooth transition will produce a natural composite. The compositional matting algorithm is able to
separate these regions where the old and new backgrounds are similar from other ones where the old
and new backgrounds are different, and apply different optimizations in these two types of regions
to automatically generate the composite with least amount of visual artifacts.
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8.1.2

Foreground Extraction from Video

Extracting foreground objects from video sequences requires not only accurate foreground segmentation on each individual frames, but more importantly, consistent segmentation across adjacent
frames to avoid jittery results. In other words, video segmentation requires spatio-temporal smoothness, which makes it a harder problem than just a sequence of image segmentations. In Chapter 5
we present a novel interactive video cutout system to achieve this goal. The major novelty of the
system lies in the fact that it treats a video sequence as a spatio-temporal 3D data set, instead of a
series of 2D image frames which is commonly used in previous video processing systems. To allow
the user to interact with the 3D video cube, we present a novel user interface where the user can manipulate and slice the video data at any view point, and indicate foreground and background regions
within the video by painting of surfaces within the spatio-temporal volume. To allow the system to
generate a segmentation result in interactive time (a few seconds), we propose a hierarchical meanshift over-segmentation preprocess, which builds a hierarchical data structure of the video on which
the optimization methods can be applied efficiently. We also define new spatially local color and
edge models within a graph-cut framework combined with the global models in previous work. By
combining the hierarchical data structure, the novel user interface and the improved graph-cut optimization, our system allows the user to interactively and efficiently extract the foreground object
from a video sequence.

8.1.3

Applications

Once the foreground objects has been extracted, a variety of applications can be applied on them.
The most straightforward one is to re-insert the foreground onto a new background to create a novel
composite. We have shown a number of still composites we created in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, and
some video composites in Chapter 5.
We have applied more interesting applications on video objects. In Chapter 6 we develop a video
tooning system to transfer a video sequence into a non-photorealistic cartoon style. To achieve this
we process the semantic 3D regions generated by the cutout system and transfer them into polyhedral
surface representations. We further create a set of edge sheets from portions of surfaces as rendering
primitives. These primitives, when sliced at a frame time yield solid areas and curves along their
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edges and within the interior. We then apply a variety of rendering options for these primitives to
construct a frame of the stylized video.
The tooning system provides an interactive tool to stylize the appearance of the extracted video
objects. In Chapter 7 we propose a cartoon animation filter for stylizing motion. The filter is
simple yet general, but can be used to produce anticipation, follow-through and squash and stretch
in a unified framework, and thus enhance and enliven existing motions. We apply this filter to the
extracted video objects, and then re-compose the modulated version back to the original footage to
create a novel video where the motion of objects is more alive.

8.2 Future Work
Many open questions remain, as well as exciting avenues for future work. We feel that the techniques
and methods we propose in this dissertation can be used as basis for more intelligent and easier-touse systems in the future.

8.2.1

Interactive v.s. Automatic

In our current systems we require the user to roughly specify where the foreground object is in
an image or video sequence. The user input provides constraints and semantic information about
the foreground, which leads the algorithm to the segmentation that is consistent with what the user
desires. However, this may not be desirable in some cases. For example, if the user has a large
number of images with similar foreground objects, specifying foreground in each image is tedious
to do.
Learning-based object recognition is another active research area in the field of computer vision
and machine learning. Given a small set of training images of a target object, object recognition
systems can extract good features, such as shape, color and texture, that best explain the object, and
use these features to train discriminant models of the object. Given a test image, these systems will
analyze the features extracted from it and use the discriminant models to determine whether or not
the object is presented in the image, and the rough location of it if presented.
We can potentially build a system that combines object recognition techniques with our segmentation methods for a specific type of foreground objects. Given a set of images with similar
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Figure 8.1: (a). Original image. (b). Graph-cut segmentation using only color as the feature. (c).
Graph-cut segmentation using both color and texture as the feature. Note that the segmentation is
significantly improved by using texture information.

foregrounds, we can first perform our interactive segmentation system to generate training examples. Then, we apply object recognition techniques to build models of the foreground. Then, for a
new test image, we first apply object recognition to roughly locate the object, and use it as input to
our segmentation algorithms. In this way we can achieve fully automatic foreground extraction.

8.2.2

Extracting Good Features

Although the systems we propose in this dissertation are robust and generally work well in most
of the test examples we have tried, they do not always work as desired. One major reason is that
most of the systems use color as the only feature for a pixel. These system thus will fail when the
foreground and the background have very similar colors, as shown in Figure 4.10.
We could potentially improve our systems by introducing more features, for instance texture,
to better discriminate the foreground from the background. An example is shown in Figure 8.1.
The leopard in Figure 8.1(a) has very similar colors to the background thus if we only use color
as feature, it is hard to segment it from the background, as shown in Figure 8.1(b). However, the
texture of the leopard is significantly different from the background thus using texture information
can achieve a better segmentation, as shown in Figure 8.1(c). One can imagine improving our
systems by introducing texture information for better segmentation of such types of foreground
objects.
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8.2.3

Matting on Video

The interactive video cutout system we proposed in Chapter 5 employs a border matting method
to make a smooth transition from the foreground to the background. It assumes a strong profile on
the alpha matte, thus can only deal with smooth foreground edges and cannot handle large fuzzy
regions. One can imagine a hybrid system that uses the cutout system to create a trimap for the
foreground, and use robust matting algorithm to estimate an accurate matte in each frame.
Ideally, if the matting result on each single frame is accurate, the resulting video should be
temporally smooth naturally. However, since in practice matting errors may be present, explicit
temporal-smoothness term might be needed in the matting step to ensure the results are temporally
smooth. We feel that there is a trade-off to be made between the accuracy on each single frame and
the temporal-smoothness of the results. Furthermore, the smoothness assumption may be able to
help us correct matting errors in problematic frames using adjacent good frames.

8.2.4

GPU Implementation

Many aspects of our systems can be potentially implemented on the GPU to further reduce the
running time and give the user more rapid feedback. In particular, the large linear systems in the
Random Walk solver described in Chatper 2, 3 and 4 could be solved on the GPU by adopting
the methods described in [13]. However, the Laplacian matrices in our linear systems contain 27
non-zero sub-bands, which is impractical to solve by directly using existing approaches. Special
optimization must be developed to make this happen.

8.2.5

Other Applications

We have shown in this dissertation a number of applications that can be applied on the extracted
foreground objects, such as compositing the foreground onto a novel background, stylizing the
appearance of the foreground object as well as the motion of it.
There are still many other areas that we have not explored. For example, for video sequences
once the foreground object is extracted from a video sequence, we can compress and encode the
foreground and background into different layers for object-based encoding. Furthermore we can
choose different bitrates for the foreground and the background for low bandwidth communication.
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Separating foreground from background can also help achieve a more accurate motion estimation
thus may result in a higher compression ratio.
For still images, extracted foregrounds can be used as semantic representations, which will
definitely benefit image query and search tasks. We can also stylize the image on the object level
using similar rendering techniques we used in the Video Tooning system.
8.2.6

Authenticity of Digital Media

Our systems provide a large freedom for users to edit and manipulate their digital photographs and
video. This turns the functionality of digital photographs and video from objective recording to
subjective artistic expression. However, this may not be always desired, since most people rely on
these digital media to learn what is happening worldwide. People thus want the photographs in the
newspaper, the news clips playing on the TV to be original, un-manipulated.
This raises a new problem of how to evaluate the authenticity of digital photographs and video
we receive. As shown in many examples in this dissertation, our systems are capable of seamlessly
compose the foreground onto a new background without noticeable artifacts, which makes the problem a much harder one. An initial attempt to solve this problem was made in [57], where given
a JPEG image, the double quantization effect hidden among the DCT coefficients is examined to
determine whether or not the image has been manipulated. However this approach could be easily
disarmed by a simple image resizing. We expect solving this problem to become a new research
topic in the near future, and our systems can be used as test tools in this area.
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